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Student alleges intimidation by university official
.

by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

During open gallery at the
Student Government meeting
Thursday, Rob Callahan, president
,,.-, of First People, spoke about being
intimidated by a university official.
According to -Callahan, Lee
. Bird, vice president of Student Life
and Development. asked him into
her office and said, "You were

.

thinking of dropping out of the
University." Callahan said he had
never said thal He also said Bird
continued to ask if he was leaving.
Bird said she saw Callahan in
the Cultural Center in Arwood
Memorial Cente·r around Jan. 27.
She said Callahan looked tired and
depressed and mentioned he was
thinking of taking a quarter off.
On Feb. 3 or 4 Bird said she had
invited Callahan into her office and

asked if he was still considering to personally. Bird said she was
leave the university. She said no surprised about what Callahan had
one has suggested or told him he said about the visit during the open
had to leave the university.
gallery at the Student Government
Callahan said his opinion of the •meeting.
visit was tha"t it was Bird's job to
SCSU President Bruce Grube
encourage him to quiet down and said the level of paranoia on this
quiet Others.
campus is unfounded.
Bird said Callahan didn't seem
"No one is going to do
intimidated during their talk based something to-a student who speaks
on any einotions shown, but also out," Grube said. "Free speech will
said she does not know Callahan be supported as long as it is iri a

responsible and respectful way."
Grube was not commenting
directly about Callahan's situation.
Callahan said he has seen
university officials either intimidate
or try to win over leaders of
minocity organizations.
,
"Certain people are seen as a
threat," he said.

Go TO MEETING, PAGE 9•

Confusion at
~U,MSUSA
by Shawn Neudauer
MANAGING EDITOR

Shane OpaJz/PHOTO FJJFTOR

Junior Michelle Geelhoed, member of SCAR and MEChA, speaks about racial and sexual oppression at a
emergency meeting Wednesday afternoon in the AIY!ood Memorial Center North Glacier Room.

Student groups react
for recognizing that racism exists on member Michelle Geelhoed, junior, to
• campus and for having a training speak about her personal experiences
ASSOCIATE EDITOR
seminar. However, Crouch said racism with racism and sexism on campus. She
"We are here tod~y mainly to is not the only issue of harassment that related two incidents which occurred in
address this four-page insert that was in needs to be addressed. He su~ested the residence halls to herself and
the Chronicle on Feb. 5. We're also here there should be more regular training another woman of color. The
today, because we are· a group of programs, and said the_ program did not audience was visibly shocked. "I saw
students who are tired of dealing with give him a comprehensive idea on how tears in people's eyes," said freshman
social injustice and ignorance on a day- the students and university were going Marisela Tototzintle, also a MEChA
member.
to-day basis. We have the right to learn to fight oppressio":.
Geelhoed said, ''Trust has been
"What I think we should create, and
in a non hostile environment." said
Stefanie Beniek, sophomore and NOVA what the administration should consider broken between the students 'and the
member, as an introduction to an creating on this campus, is a more administration, which is heartbreaking
emergency
meeting
WednesQay concrete, holistic legislation to help to everyone. Therefore, I want to
leave you with this question, how
afternoon in the Atwood Memorial combat these issues," Crouch said.
Crouch said the admirlistration can an untrustworthy institution be
Center North Glacier Room.
It was a student-organized event, needs to consider having a panel · of an effective institution?"
Tamra! Tademe, human relations
with the efforts of Council of African students to better equip them when
American Students, Movimiento creating programs that affect 14,000 professor and SCAR adviser, also
Estudiantil Chicano de Aztl.in, Student students at SCSU. "Whe~ were the addressed the credibility of the
'Coalition Against Racism, Non Violent students? Where was the Student institution in a different way.
"Institutional
racism
means
·
Alternatives, Somos Zapatistas, First Government involved in that?"
"I applaud . the administration for people need to be retrained," he said.
People, Women's Equality Group,
Lambda, and the Hmong Student their efforts to say that St. Cloud State ''The very people who crea·te
does not tolerate racism," he said. He racial structures, the very people
Organization.
cited the anti~racism buttons and rwho created the conditions where
stickers distributed on campus. 'That's an overwhelming percentage of faculty
Education-Traininga good attitude and a good start, but are having grievances, are the very
Prevention
racism, sexism and hom9phobia will pe·ople who are supposed to solve
Matt Crouch, SCAR member and a not be stopped until we take a stand, it."
peer leader in W. W. Holes Hall, said he each and every one ofus."
Go TO REACT PAGE 9•
Crouch invited fellow SCAR
aj,plauds the university administration

Confusion seems to be the theme surrounding an issue
between the Minnesota State University Student Association
and SCSU.
Late last month Student Government drafted and p<l$Sed a
resolution which asks the Minnesota Legislature to change
cllrrent state law and allow SCSU the option of leaving
MSUSA or to be allowed equal representation within
MSUSA. The resolution has now been introduced into the
Minnesota Legislature by State Rep. Joe Opatz, ·o-Dist. 16A.
Opatz represents SCSU as part of his district.
Currently, all seven state universities are mandated by state
law to be members of MSUSA. Each university has one vote
in the body. Christy Hovanetz, SCSU Student Government
president, feels the situation is unequitable because SCSU
students pay nearly 20 percent of MSUSA's total budget and
26 percent of all student fees. This amounts to nearly
$100,000 for last year.
"I don't think its fair," she said. "I don't think it's based on
principles ·this country was founded on. We could be getting a
lot more for our money.'.'
The confusion comes in three parts. The first entangling
issue is whether or not Mankato State University supports the
SCSU bill. Originally, MSU passed a similar resolution
shortly after SCSU passed one of its own.

Go TO MSUSA, PAGE 8•

by Julia Peterson

''

Ath letes raise
racial concerns
0

by Kristin Albrecht
CO-NEWS EDITOR

Racial concerns were the reason for a meeting between 13
SCSU athletes and President Bruce Grube.
The athletes met with Grube Tuesday to talk about racism
issues in the athletic department and lo present a list of seven
changes they would like implemented in the department.
"At the meeting we went around the table and related
experiences we've had," Grube said. "I had to leave for
another meeting before the list of items was talked about."
· He said he thought it was a very good meeting and felt the
student athletes presented the matter in a responsible and
strong, incredibly respectful matter.
Grube also said the athletes conducted themselves in an
incredibly positive way and didn't bash other racial groups.
Senior Rodney Walker, the group's organizer, was not ablt;
to be reached for comment.
The changes asked for focused mainly on recruitment,
diversity training and the hiring of an advocate for the athletes
of color.

Go TO ATHLETES, PAGE 4•
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The events center would host concerts,
co~ventions and all types of sports.

Events center gets
county backing
One more duck is now in the row for the

events center.
In a show of support for an events center
in St. Cloud, the Steams County
commissioners passed a resolution Tuesday
in favor of it.
Without
V6te of confidence from the

a

haffway house to complete his senlence for
sexual assault and burglary. Instead, he killed
Johnson. Since then, the laws have changed
so people are escorted to halfway houses.

A Minnesota legislative panel has
re:commended,the parents of Melissa.Johnson

The decision comes almost seven years
after the fooner SCSU student was kidnapped
and killed by Scott Stewart.
The Joint House/Senate Sub-committee
on Claims recommended David and Gayle
Johnson Of Alexandria receive $14,984.06.

WHAT'S
HAPPENING
TONIGHT
'My Best Friend's
Wedding'
7 p.m. in Atwood Little
Theatre. The film will also
play Friday, Saturday and
Sunday at the same time
a11d place.

FRIDAY
Husky hockey
7:05 p.m. in National
Hockey Center. SCSU takes
on Michigan Tech. The two
teams will play again
Saturday.

Indoor Rock Climbing
4 to 10 p.m. A van is
leaving for Vertical
Endeavors .. People should
be at the cash machines in
Atwood Memorial Center by
4p.m.

MONDAY
President's Day
No clas.ses and all
uni\/ersity buildlng~_closed.

TUESDAY
'Tremorphlo'
8 p.m. in The Quarry.
"Trem.orph_
lo" will play as the
Spotlight Band of the week.

To submit information for the
events calendar, mail it to
University Chronicle, 13 Stewart
Hall, St. Cloud, MN 56301-4498.

The bill must pass through both houses of
congress and·be signed by Gov. Ame Carlson.
Stewart had been released from the

Senators to celebrate
Lincoln's birthday
A birthday party for Abraham Lincoln will
be held at 7 p.m. Thursday at the St Cloud
Eagles Club. The party is open to the public
and several Republican candidates for
stat~wide offices have said they will be in

STATE

Clinton requests
congressional
backing for war
The White House is quietly
working to line up congressional
backing for an attack on Iraq.
President Clinton's senior
foreign policy team was on Capitol
Hill Wednesday and Thursday.
A group led by Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright met with
Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott
and about a dozen other Republican
senators.
Lott wants the Senate to vote
Thursday ori a noii.binding
resolution supporting military
action.
But a spokeswoman says there
is no consensus yet on exactly how
the resolution should read.
Some Republicans say they

IN HlsTORY...

15

YFARS AGO•••

The SCSU Men's Athletic
Department sponsored a Happy
Husky contest at the SCSU
basketball game.
Free tuition for fall and winter
quarters of the following ,year was
awarded to the winner of the Happy
Husky competition.
The contest was in response to a
need at SCSU athletics events for
an inspiring character to arouse fans
and perhaps intimidate opponents.
Interested students were told to
come up with a good name, a crazy
costume and an inspiring routine' to
get fans excited.
The Huskies were in last place
in the North Central Conference
that year. Consequently, attendance
was waning because of it. Also,
students were still charged at the
gate to get into games.

Index
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In the Jan. 29 edition
University Chronicle, a photo
caption should have read Thomas
Raich is manager of Computer
Services at William James Hall at
Harvard University.

attendance for people to meet and get tO
know.

~~n::~~P~:C:~0~~!~~i~t~~~~~~~ . Benton Cowity

Panel in favor of
paying murdered
student's family

county, many state and local officials feared it be given fllOney to cover Costs as the result of
would be tough to attain the $25 million from . her murder.
the state to pay half of the expected cost of the
events center.
The next step is to get backing from the St.
Cloud .school district, the last large voice of
opinion in the St. Cloud area who hasn't
raised a green flag in support.
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deputy
_ asks state forher lost wages

,Benton County deputy Stacy Wiggin, who
shot and killed Thomas Kantor, who
allegedly killed Brian Klinefelter a year ago,
, went
to
the
Joint
House/Senate
Subcommittee asking .for wages sh.e .lost
while recovering from the experience.
She is supposed to get a reply within two
. weeks on her request for $27,773.09. In all,
she was out of wQrk eight months recovering
physically as well as mentally.

& NATION BRIEFS

want more infonnation. Texas Sen.
Phil Gramm says he doesn't know
what Clinton's policy is and doesn't
want to endorse it until he dQes.

within a week whether the man's
palm print matches up. He li~ed
only two blocks from the TV station
where the 27-year-old worked. ,

commercial during this year's
Super Bowl, also broadcast on

NBC.

.. Police suspect
New links found NBC wants $2 · ontherun
in disappearance million for
Police and sheriff's deputies
of SCSU alumna Seinfeld ad-spot searched through the night
New infonnation has surfaced
regarding Jodi Huisentruit, an
SCSU graduate from Long Prairie
who was working as a television
anchor in Mason City, Iowa at the
time of her disappearance.
·
John Lang, a supervisor for
Iowa's Division of Criminal
Investigation said Tuesday that
forensic experts will examine a
sample of a man's palm print with
the one found on Huisentruit's car
at the time of her disappearance.
Iowa authorities could. know

NBC is reportedly asking
advertisers to put up a record $2
million fqr a 30-second commercial
on the final episode of the hit
comedy "Seinfeld," certain to be
one of the most watched TV
programs in history.
So far, there have been no takers
and the price could come down,
according to an article in this
week's Advertising Age magazine.
If the $2 million figure holds, it
would smash the record $1.3
million charged for a 30-second

Wednesday for Robert A Pannier,
30, the high school teacher accused
of having sex with a 15-year-old,
who they said fled through the
window of his Prior Lake home.
They arrived shortJy after ,6:30J
p.m. with a bench warrant for
Pannier's arrest. When police arrived
at the house, Pannier was with a 17year-old girl described as a "family
friend," which seems to have
violated the . conditions of his
probation. Police later arrested
Pannier at · about 2
a.m.
Thur~fay.
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UPB to host spring elections job Fair
v""~---.-==~=

byChristineLarter

~---c---=---

to help

STAFF WRITER

seniors)

To program activities to enhance learning and
personal developments of student for the whole
campus

is

the

mission

of

.

University

1977.
ABOG,

established

the

.

unzors

Programming Board.
UPB formed from the joining of two separate
organizations called Atwood Board of Governors
and Major E','.ents Council at SCSU in 1976 and

by Joe Ziskovsky_

major eventS

L00king for that perfect job or
in~luding coni-certs, speakers, atld Homecoming
internship?
·
with a budget of $100,000. MEC, a smaller
Job Fair '98 may be the answer
organization programmed Coffeehouse, fine arts
to that question·. This year's fair,
and films.
~
Feb. 16 at the Minneapolis ·
Before 1993, UPB, Minority Student
Convention Center Ballroom,
Programming, University Organizations, and
should be bigger and better than in
, Student Government were all hea'ded by the two
past years.
same directors. With the addition to -Atwood
The Job Fair, open only to
Memorial Center, each Organization obtained its
juniors, seniors and SCSU alumni,
own office space allowing for each to have its
has attracted large numbers of
own directors.
student in past )'ears due in ,part to
Today, UPB operates with a director, assistant
the relative ease job-seekers have in
director, · four to five work study students, an
acquiring
information
about
office manager and two graduate assistants, said
potential employers while at the
junior Lori Wellens, UPB .president.
· same time selling themselves.
UPB consists of 11 separate committeeS to Sara Kirl<ISTAFF PH(lTO~R.APHER
· The event has been promoted
serve the interests of SCSU students. The
since November by Career
committees include concerts, films literary arts, Lori Wellens, junior and president of University Programming Board, displays a poster
Services. Part of this promotion
advert1s1ng
the
upcoming
UPB
elections
Monday
evening
in
Atwood
Memorial
Center.
outings/recreation, Mississippi Music Fe;,;t,
included several special works:hops
Outings/Recreation coprdinator sophomore to enjoy the weeks events."
performing arts, speakers, special events,
specifically for the Job Fair. Events
Spotlight,
visual
arts
and
executive Mike Keegan has learned it takes trust and - Vee also said. a coordinator has to be able
such
as
pre-selection
for
responsibility to be a coordinator.
to handle the stress of the position, but the
committee.
interviews and resume tips for Job
"It takes a lot more effort to put thing together position is worth it because of the
Wellens said a few changes have occurred
Fair attendees are among those
internally at UPB over the years concerning than I ever anticipated," Keegan said. ''I have had leadership skills learned, plus it looks great on a
who have been offered within the
committees. For example, visual and literacy arts . to be a lot more responsible. Be ready for a lot of resume.
past month in an effort to
"It was a good experience to be in ,charge of
were once one committee, Mississippi Music work, but also be ready to have rhe time of your
prepare students and alumni for the
43 people," Vee said. "It is also a way to meet a
Fest• achieved status as its own committee two life."
fair.
Organization ari.d 'auention to detail is the lot of people and have fun."
years ago, and Coffeehouse has changed to
According to Andy Ditlevson,
key to the success of Special Events coordinator
According to Wellens, a coordinator position
Showboat and then to the Spotlight Commiuee.
associate director · of Career
·Each spring, elections are held for a one-year · .senior Stacy Vee, who plans' such events can lead to an executive position with
Services a1 SCSU, for those
UPB.
term coordinator. The student coordinators and as Homecoming and Winier Week.
students attenQ.ing • the Job Fair,
"I have to be really .organiZed and be able to
Packets are ayailable at the .UPB office with
Comtnittees organize, devclo{) and hold activities
there are many opportunities' open
hanclle two things at one time," Vee said.- "Yoo -more information on· the. coordinator ·position.
and evcnts'gtattd toward the SCSU campus. ""
ancf ': ()ne· ~very good reason to
To be a coordinator at UPB, takes a person have_ to sit down· and think of every last ~e packet also includes an application.
participate.
ApplicarionsaredueMarch 13ar4p.11L ~Vith
who is willing to program really good events, detail before the week come. Hopefully if
;•1t is a good way to network at a
you work out every last detail you will be able interviews March /6 through March 18.
saidWellens.
reasonable cost, you'd probably
spend that much making long ·
distance follow up calls in a few
weeks," Ditlevson said.
Networking becomes important
as students prepare to graduate or
look for jobs.
"Students or alumni who attend
typically either have or .set up for a
later time at least one interview,
some last year had as many as
-~~;~:ati;hi~~Ulin~~~~~ a!~si~
eight," Ditlevson said.
This year's Job Fair, which is

Renters forum .
answers questions

Area landlords,
attorney give tips :~:::!;,~!;
for college renters ~
~~~;;

~fn;~~oo~~~:::

0
0 ~;',,~~~,;: ;.:~

by Shawn Neuciauer
MANAGING EDITOR

Landlords and a lawyer got
Another thing he said was to
together last night in an unusual never sign a lease until the
setting. They came together to help apartment has been thoroughly
renters.
inspected.
Doug Clark is an attorney for St.
Brenton Kent is the operations
Cloud Area Legal Services and his manager for Campus Managefl_']ent.
job is to help people with housing Kent said his company typically
issues. He and three members Of does rental history checks on
· Campus Management, got together · people before they rent to them.
in the St. Croix Room at 4 p.m. in
"Most of our research is done
the Atwood Memorial Center to within the local community," Kent
discuss ways renters could help said. "It can be tough to get
themselves when dealing_with local information on students, but we go
landlords.
back as far as we can."
'The most important thing I can
Clark
said
most
rental
say is to get it in writing," Clark companies do history checks ·on
said. "Should the need arise that prospective renters. They use
·you have to go to court, written databases which record court cases
documentation wifi definitely help in which landlords and tenants file
your case."
claims. These databases keep
Clark also said many renters information for up to seven years.
were victims of misconceptions.
Campus Management uses such a
"Laws you thought were dead- service.
solid certain can change depending
Heidi Hagel, senior, asked about
on who's sitting on the bench," he a landlord's right to enter an
saitl.
apartment.
, Clark handed out a.fact sheet for

1 ~n~~~s~~:O~s~!%~

:,~:

unusual, but mally landlords may
~ie'~t~~ow a· future tenant "one just

lan~~o!vio!~s ~v~~u!~e~;tero;:;

Lynnae Schrader/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Doug Clark. attorney for St. Cloud Area Legal Services, advises
students on their rights as renters Wednesday afternoon in the
St. Croix-Room at Atwood Memorial Center.
wants to," she said. "He never tells
us beforehand, and when we ask
him to, he basically harasses us
over the phone. What can we do?"
Clark told Hagel a landlord must
notify a tenant before entering a
residence unless there was . an
urgent ·Situation. Examples of such
situations are a fire, water leaking
from broken pipes or the landlord
may suspect the tenant of violating
the lease agreement by doing drugs.
All of these are examples (?f when a
landlord may enter without giving
notice, however the landlord must
leave a notice ihey were there if the
resident is not home.
Clark continued by saying a new
law was recently enacted which
states unauthorized' entry by a

landlord can be construed as a
violation of a lease agreement and
the tenant then has the right to move,
out. Under this law, the landlord can·
also be held responsible for a $100
fine for each violation of the entry
law.
Clark said the best ways renters
can protect themselves are to know
their roommates and neighbors, to
get everything in writing, ask the
landlord about any questions before
signing a lease and follow up all
concerns with a letter. He also said
to keep copies of everything until
after moving out ·of a residerice.
For questons about a housing
situarion call Doug Clark at St.
Cloud Area Legal Scn•ices at 2530121.

~~:Sd a~
is
offering
many
new
opportunities . Some of the
employers involved include such
big names as General Mills,
American - Express
Financial
Advisors and Anderson Consulting,
while
still involving
local
companies such as St. Joseph's
Children's Home and St. Cloud
Hospital.
"We have a record nurriber Or
nonprofit organizations being
represented this year,"• Ditlevson
said.
The next Job Fair will be May
11 at the Converition Center.
'The ~fay fair is specificall)' for
education majors," Ditlevson said.
The Job Fair runs from 8:30
a.m. to 3:30 p.m. and interested
juniors, seniors and alumni can
still register and the cost is $15.
Registrations forms are ·located
on bulletin boards around campus
and can be mailed or turned in at
the Career Services office in
the
Administrative Services
building, room 101.
For more information about
Job Fair '98, call Career Services
at 255-2152.
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Tip for semester conversion: Athletes
f'lllish up sequential courses

PAGE 1

MonisKu~theunivcrsity'sathletic
director, said he saw the students'

Advising Center set up to
field students' questions
on semester conversion
by Nathan Denny
STAFF WRITER

Wilh spring quarter only weeks away and
registration coming to a close, one of the main
concerns on the minds of students at SCSU is the
upcoming semester conversion.
The conversio.J}, effective fall 1998, will enact
some serious chabges in SCSU's class schedules.
Administration is encouraging early preparation;
some ways to ease into the semester conversion
more smoothly are finishing sequential courses and
completing requirements in various areas of
general education.
The advice given by Vice President for
Academic Affairs Gene Gilchrist in a series of
notices posted in various places throughout campus
was
obvious:
meet with your
adviser.
The
advisers' duties
are to provide the
infonnation
students
need

~~

schedule changes

~~ ho~~~

:~~ice
make ·
the
transition as easy

out, become useful guidelines for a . sttldent's document after it was presented to
11tademic career.
Grube.
"I think it's well thougbt out and was
Klepetar feels confident that students will be
helped a great deal with semester conversion well presented," he said. "We are excited
if they take the time to fill out the about that plan."
Grube said athletics is a good
· Advising Center's fonns.
opportunity to recruit students of color to
"Sometimes students don't realize how far
the
university.
along they are until they do so," Klepetar said.
Kurtz said the entire university is
Klcp_ctar went on to cite some of the working to increase the number· of
more common problems students are having coaches and players of color.
with the conversion.
There are no coaches of color
'There arc a couple of things students need to currently working in the athletic
know," he said. 'There is no need to fulfill general department. Grube said there definitely
ed. requireinents before conversion. You're going needs to be recruitment of coaches of
· from a general ed." program that consists of 46.9 color, and with staff retiring and
credits to one that has 40-41 including changing positions that issue can be

seriously addressed.
•
'There is an on-going process to
encourage the number of students and
faculty of color as well," Kurtz said. "We
certainly support that."
The issues raised were valid,
according to Grube.
Regarding the hiri9g of an a_dvocate
for the athletes of color, Kurtz said many
universities have counselors and mentors
to help with athletic means.
"I think we need to take a very
serious look at that," Grube said. "I want
to help out representing students'
interests."
Another meeting has been scheduled , ·
with Grube and the athletes'in March to
hear more concerns and discuss the
changes the students want implemented.

P.E."
According to Klepetar, the number of actual
required credits in general education is less than it
currently is, which is something most students
don't reali ze.
·
The center is devoted to providing tnis and
similar
information to
help students.
The
faculty
members who
work there are
devoted
to

~~"We want
the students to
know that this
center is open

as PQSsible.
~:!~l~n~ns::~
However, due
concerns," said
to
the
Fred
Hill,
overwhelming
another faculty
need for advising
member who
during this time
contributes
of the year, many
time to the
advisers
are
center.
becoming
"Various
overloaded.
faculty
participate so
Because of
that we can
this and the fact
haYe the center
that
many
open as many
students at SCSU
hours
as
are
not
yet
possible."
admitted to their
major
and
Currently,
consequently
the center is
don't even have
open as many
an adviser, a new
hours
as
Advising Center
possible, which
has been set up.
is determined
by the hours in
The center is
which the staff
in room I02 Qf
• the
·
members are
Erik Petersen/ON-lJNE EDfIVR
available.
Administrative
Services
"We're
Building
and Steve Klepetar, director of Advising Center, explains open as many
consists of a staff semester conversions to Kelley Karau, a sophomore hours as we
of both facility communication disorders major Thursday at the have
staff,"
members
and Advising Center.
Klepctar said,
people from the
who went on to mention that currently, the center's
Counseling Center. Though there are about I 0 hours were somewhat erratic because of the hectic
people in all currently helping with the schedules of the faculty members involved during
overwhelming need for student advising, the center the end of the quarter. However, he remains
will be more fully staffed spring quarter:
adamant that there will be lx>th more staff members
"At present for this quarter we have a and more time available to the students next
considerably smaller staff than we will for this quarter.
spring," said Steve Klepetar, director for the
"My goal is for us to be open at 8:30 or 9 a.m.,
Advising Center. "My guess is in spring we'll have and we want to stay open until 4:30 p.m.," Klepetar
about .IS people working part time."
said. "We've-been closing at 3 p.m. on Friday."
Klepetar, who devotes more than 20 hours a
Still, Klepetar said the center is~open almost 40
week to the center in addition to his duties as a hours a week. Also, evening hours are planned for
faculty member in the English department, is eager spring quarter. ·
to help get students through the conversion
"One thing that is really important is for
as easily as possible.
students to come in and get ready for
"Often we have students who simply don't semester conversion as early as possible in
understand how conversion works," Klepetar spring quarter," Klepetar said.
said. "We've found that their questions really
Klepetar wants students to know that the
start to make sense after they've filled out
center is available for their use now and feels they
fonns.''
shouldn't wait until fall registration to try to
The forms, according to Klepetar, consist figure ·out their semester schedules. "Students
of listi-ngs of sequential classes and general would be well advised to come in early," he said.
education requirements that, when filled

Here are some
of our stats.
423

Novell netware file servers ... 12,500
personal computers .. .35,000 application
pr~grams ... I 00,000 batch jobs per day.. .
13,500,000 on-hne transactions per day.. .
40,000,000 line_s of code .. .2,600,000,000
instructions per second .. 6,000,000,000,000
bytes of data stored.

Now show us some of yours ...
at St. Cloud State University.
Visit with one of our corporate placement
representatives and learn more about our
opportunities in networking, application
development, research and development, and
technical support.
Minnesota State University Job Fair on February 16
at the Minneapolis Convention Center
8:30
to 3:30 p.m.

a.m.

Interviews for Interns and full time on February 17
at the St. Cloud State Career DevelOpment Office.
Fax your resu me to us at 515-247-5874/f0298mns.

the~,.
Financial
Group
Des Moines, Iowa 50392-1220
http://www.principal.com

Your edge on the future ... The Principal Edge
Affirmative ACtion /Equal Opportunity Employer
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Senior project to benefit
blind, visually impaired
Three electrical engineerinf! students submit
proposal to AT&T, receive $1,000 grant
by Mandy Jackson

accurate than the voice simulator and is used
frequently, according to Dalton. However, an
80--character display costs $20,000, ;ind only
Three electrical engineering students are one line of text is displayed at a time.
working on a project to help the bliild and
The students' project would take the
visually impaired to see a computer screen Refreshable Braille Display to the next level
better.
by building a prototype for a display that
Senior Lloyd Dalton and juniors Rabindra would show a whole section of what is on the
Sainju and" Sultan Faiz received a $1,000 computer screen at one time, Dalton said.
AT&T Labs Stu,;lent Enterprise Award. The
To show the whole computer screen, the
money was give~ to the local Institute of display would h'ave lo be six feet by Six_feet,
Electrical and Electronic Engineering for the wollld cost$\ million and use _~ large power
three to use on their senior project.
-supply, Dalton said. The pins are too large to
The project is called "A High Resolution be able to get every part of the screen on the .
Pin-matrix Computer Display for the Blind display at once. Size and cost arc major issues
and Visually Impaired."
for this project.
"It lets blind people look at the same thing
''When you build it, most of the expense
that's on the screen but in Braille dolSt goes to how big it is," Dakan said. The
Dalton said. He wrote the eight-page proposal prototype will be small, but the goal is to
which was submitted to AT&T to apply for show that the project is a practical idea. ,
the
award.
Sainju said, ''This is a
Sponsored
new challenge for us." He
Programs helped
said it will be challenging
him to prepare his
to get the project done by
proposal.
their deadline at the end
Dalton
of the 1998/1999 school
explained there are
year.
two systems now
With the Refreshable
used
to
make
Braille Display, only
computers
older computers that just
accessible
for
show text can be used.
people who are
Dalton said with the
unable to see the
display the three students
screen. A voice
are · working on, newer
simulator
says
Lloyd Dalton
computers would be able
what is on the
to be used.
SENIOR
computer screen,
" It's not interpreting
but is not always
the dala, it's just copying
accurate.
it," Dalton said. The new
Meanwhile, a Refreshable Braille Display display would show images and even scroll
plugs into a compuler with pins on a display bars on the side of the screen.
that show in Bi;aille characlers what is written
Sainju said it is exciting to be able to show
on a computer screen.
others the i;eality of the project. He wanted to
The Refreshable Braille Display ·is more work on it because it is a project for the
CO-NEWS EDITOR

The toughest part is
building one that's big
enough. You can't do
that with a thousand
bucks.

Kristine White/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Juniors Rabindra Sainju (right) and Su!tan Faiz and senior Lloyd Dalton won-an
award for $1 ,000 to ·build their electrical engineering senior project.
community.
There is a large 'need for this display,
Dalton said. The number ·o f jobs a blind
person is qualified for is becom\ng limited
because of technology.
One of the best parts of their project is that
no one has built this display. He said they
have checked to see if anyone else had done
it before.
"Every electrical 1;ngineering major has to
do (a senior project) to graduate," Sainju said.
Electrical engineering seniors have one year
to complete a project. The students register
for it every year like a regular class. Sainju
saidstudentscancome upwiththeir ownidea
or a professor can choose one for them.
"You don't get a diploma until you get a
passing grade on your senior project," Dalton
said. Other seniors suggested that they choose
an ea~y project, however, they picked a
harder one that they knew woul,d take more
time.
During the year electrical engineering
seniors work on their projects, they must give
at least one presentation on it every quarter,
Sainju said. The students have to show that a
part of their project is w_orking at the end of
every quarter. Sainju said their group has
charts showing their goals for every quarter.
The building of the project has not begun.

Not all rings are pictured wirh Ideal Cut
Diamonds. Our goldsmiths can set an ideal cur
diamond into your selection-in an hour!

Crossroads Center
251-4812

Mon-Fri 10- 9
Sat!0-6 '

Closed Sunday

Ask about our interest
free financing.

SCSU DIAMOND DISCOUNT
33% OFF REGULAR PRICE

WITH STUDENT JD THROUGH FEBRUARY 14

Sainju said they will not start building it until
_the fall. Right now, the three are still writing
proposals for funding and plann_ing the
project
"We're trying to make a more advanced
p_roposal," Sainju· said.
Da!t9n said, "Once the building starts we
won't have as much time to write proposals."
So far, the $1,0CIO 'award fromAT&Tis the
only money the group has for their project
other than from their own pockets, Dalton,
said. Five or six of the awards _;ire usually
given out by AT&T internationally every
year, though they gave out seven this year.
Winning this award was a first for SCSU
students.
Dalton said it is convenient to have the
money to spend as the students .need it. The
university would not buy $1-,()(X) worth of
parts. Also, if they did have to go through the
normal · purchasing procedures with the
university, it might take months to get their
parts.
''111e more we can get, the better we can
do," _Dalton said. However, they think they
can build it for $1,000. The majority of their
budget is for parts for the display.
'The toughest part is building one that's
big enough," Dalton said. "You can't do that
with a thousand bucks."
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College years a good time to do volunteer work
Students choose alternate spring break . Community service to
by Sheila Janey
people's attention to the quilts and This historic site was maintained to
becomepart
· · Q?f curriculum
makethemwa'ljtobuyone,"said rem;nd people of Wash;ngton's
Kelly Serfling, a senior at SCSU dream of equality between all races.
STAFFWRITER

Imagine what it would be like to
spend your. spring break traveling to
a city in the Appalachian
Mountains for a week with no idea
of what you are going to be doing,
where you are going to sleep and
what you are going to eac.
This is the fear and excitement
that eight students from SCSU will
be feeling when they spend the
week of Feb. '2.7 through March 7 in
Malden, W.Va. ta.,help out some
women in an oTganization called
Cabin Creek Quilt Making Co-op.
Cabin Creek Quilt Making Coop was founded in the 1970s by
James Thibeault, a member of
Volunteer In Service To America.
According to Mike LopezKaley, the facilitator of the
alternative spring break trip and
pastoral minister at The Newman
Center, Thibeault had gone to
Malden, W.Va. with the •intent of
checking the water quality in the
rivers suITOUnding the city's coal
mines, but what he found along the
rivers , was "an unexpected
amazement."
''Thibeau!! had found a group of
very poor women that were making
these e;,:quisite hand stitched
quilts," Lopez-Kaley said.
"Seeing how beautiful these
quilts were, J~mes decided to help
these talented women market their
quilts by putting together a visitor's
center alongside the road, in hope
that the center would attract

and fonner participant in the 1997
alternative spring break trip.
Customers can pick from a
variety of patterns of quilts already
made or the women of Cabin Creek
Quilt Making Co-op will work with
them 10 design a special pattern.
Coses range from $400 to $700,
depending on the size of the quilt
and the style.
Lopez-Kaley said SCSU's main
objectives are.to provide suppon to
Cabin Creek Quilt Making Co-op
When they are experiencing an
influx of. machine-made qui lts
imr>9rted into the U.S. market from
overseas.
SCSUs student vo\umeer group
will help with the maintenance" of
the Cabin Creek Quilt Making Coop buildings to help these women
have the ability lO continue to grow
in this competitive.market
'Tm always excited about going
because even though it is very labor
intensive, I appreciate what it's
doing for the folks out there,"
Lopez-!(aley said.
•
Students will also be helping
restore the famous historic site of
BookerT. Washington's church that
he attended as a young child
gi:owing up.
Washington was born into
slavery April 5, 1856 on a 207-acre
plantation. During the course of his
life he worked toward achieving
education, political freedom and
equality for African Americans.

Students interested in going on
this alternative spring break trip are
asked to donate $75 for food and
transponation.
•
"We will be on the road for two
days, sJ)end five days at Cabin
Creek, and use the remaining two
days for the trip back," LopezKaley said.
Lopez-Kaley said The Newman
Center usually has 30 students
interested in going, but due to the
limitation/; on the number of
stu~ents who can actually go, they
have to use an elimination process
based on an appl_ication, student's
commitment to community prayer
and volunteer work, year in school
and the number of times a student
has gone in the past.
"We nonnally have taken seven
or eight students miximum on the
alternative trip in the past four
years," Lopez-Kaley said.
According to Lopez-Kaley,
around this time the women of
Cabin Creek Quilt Making Co-op
walk around their local community
excitedly saying, 'The Newmans
are coming, . the Newmans are
coming."
'They are curious to why SCSU
students would want to spend lheir
spring break in such an unusual
way," Lopez~Kaley said, "but
nevertheless, enjoy the company
and help, as long as they can."

ott-ca11pu1~t,•~1
Forget driving. Our Computer

Based Training programs will teach
you information
technology courses at
home. Learn Windows
NT, MicroSOft or Novell
~ithout lefl.Ving your

,
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Center, room 1178, thinks this
program will make it easier for
students to become involved in the
community.
"Right now, studencs come to the
(Volunteer) link, anti I work with
them to find several options based
on what they wish to do," she said. •
"It is then their responsibility to set
things up with the community
group. With the new program, the
connection is already established for
them."
·
According to Havir, the project's
director, the majority of the grant
money will be spent to help the
faculty members revise their courses
as well as help the "community
partners" set up their JX)rtiOn of the
program.
Since this is a pilot program for
this type of curriculum, the plan put
fonh b"y the Department of
. Sociology and Anthro(X>logy calls
for faculty forums and student
reportS to be presented as the classes
and project is completed. "Students
will report back to the faculty at the
end of each class, this will help
improve the program," Havir said
The new courses will begin to be
· offered lO students this coming fall
semester. The Sociology 350 oourse,
Age and Aging will work closely
with
the
Good
Shepherd
Community in St. Cloud.
Two others will be offered spring
semester of 1999. 'The St. Cloud
Area Violence Prevent.ion Council
has been selected as-the community
panner for the Juvenile Oelinquency
course (Sociology 366)," Havir
noted. Alessio will work with the
St. Cloud Housing Coalition for the
graduate level course Sociology
684, Sociology of Social
Responsibili ty.

by Joe Ziskovsky
Community
service
and
academics become intenningled
staningnext fall.
Thanks to a grant from the
Minnesota Campus Compact,
students enrolled in sociology
classes will find community service
a part of their curriculum. The grant,
titled, "Integrating Service with
Academic Study: Service Leaming
and Sociology Courses," was among
nine grancs chosen by the MCC to
receive funding this year.
Molly
Wilson,
project
coordinator for the program, feels
the program will be beQeficial..
"Right now, students come to the
Volunteer Link .to begin searching
for ways to become involved with
community service," she said. "With
this program they will not on1y help
the community, but they will get
course work completed as well."
Sociology/Anthropology faculty
involved with the project are Linda
Havir, John Alessio and Eliz.abeth
Scheel.
According to Havir, who
currently teaches one of the classes
included in the study, "Service
learning is the wave of the future.
Incorporating academic study with
community service has become
increasingly popular at all levels of
schooling."CurrentJy, her students are given
the option to do community service
based on their past experience.
Under the new program, Havir notes
students with prior experience will
have to do other service beyond
what they have done in the past for
class.
Wilson, wh; works in the
Volunteer Link in Atwood Memorial
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'Love Me Safely' the theme
of National Condom Day
by Sheila Janey
STAFF WRITER

SCSU's HIV and STD Prevention Project brings
"Love Me Safely," _1he theme of National Condom Day,
on Valentine's Day, Feb. 14, to students on campus. .
HIV and S'ID Prevention Project will set up a booth
Wednesday, Feb. 11 in the Atwood Ballroom to

participate in SCSU's 10th annual Health Fair and give
students infonnation on HIV/STD prevention.
on

"The following week
Wednesday
and

Thursday we will set up a
booth a week before fin als
to hand out · free 'Safe

Break Bags' which will
have condoms, lubricant,
infoimation on abstinence
and sex and candy," said
Tonya
Faundeen,
coordinator for HIV and
STD Prevention Project

for all state universities in
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Minne.sota. .
According 10 American
Social Health Association,
a nonprofit organization
that staffs HIV/AIDS and
STD prevention hotlines, Valentine's Day is the perfect
day to emphasize !hat loving someone means protecling
chc sexual health of bmh partners.
Faundeen said SCSU's HIV iind STD Prevention
Project is a program sponsored by the Minnesota
Dcpartmem of Health Services.
National Condom Day first began in 1978 by a group
of college s1udents from lhe University of CaliforniaBerkley in effort 10 stop the spread of sexually
transmitted diseases. These students eventually formed a
nonprofil organization called Condom Resource Center,
which sponsors this annual awareness day.
"Because STDs are so often symptomless, sex
partners must talk to one anoiher about any risk for
SIDs, even if neither person has sympioms," said Linda
Alexander, ASHA president. "We know it's a sensitive
subject, but this is the only way to make sure that you
both Slay healthv."
Alexander said AS HA fee ls that if one partner has
had unprotected sex at any time in his or her lives, both
should be tested for STI)s in a physician's office or
clinic.
ASHA's hotlincs are funded by the Center for
Disease Control, which is based in Atlanta, Ga.
''COC is part of a governmental research center that
monitors health epidemics and trys to curb the spread of
infectious diseases," said the health communication
specialist on ASHA's I-UV/AIDS hotline.
The free, confidemial hotlines are open 24 hours a
day, seven days a week, and specialists arc available to
give referrals, names of local test site"s, places 10 find

support groups and information on way~ to prevent the
spread of these diseases.
According to Alexander, the CDC recommends
condom use for HIV/AIDS and STD protection based on
studies conducted among couples in which one partner
was infected with HIV/AIDS. In these studies, the results
showed that if latex condoms are consistently and
correctly used, 98 to 100 percent of the couples can avoid
the transmission of H]V/AIDS 10 their uninfected
p~ners.
"According to CDC,
five out of 10 most
frequently
reported
infectious diseases in the
United
States are
STDs," Alexander said.
'These STDs are
chlamydia, gonorrhea,
AIDS, syphilis and
hepatitis B."
"It is estimated that
there arc 12 mi Ilion new
STD cases in the United
states ·annually, with
two-thirds occurring in
people under 25 and
one-fourth in teenagers,"
Alexander said.
Alexander also said condoms arc considered to be the
most effective method in protecting against chlamydia,
gonorrhea, syphilis and other STDs that are passed
through body nuids.
She added that condoms · are less reliable in
preventing transmission of genital herpes and genital
human papillomavirus because they are transmitted by
skin-to-skin contact. lbey are less reliable because the
infections lie outside of the protective covering of the
condom.
It should be noted, however, that people who already
have either herpes or HPV should use condoms to
protect against spreading their disease or becoming
infected with aoother one. Alexander emphasized that
the safest choice would be to abstain from having sex.
"For those who are having sex, unless both partners
are 100 percent certain that they are free of infection,
condoms are essen1ial," Alexander said.
According to the health communication specialist on
the STD hotline, male condoms are considered lhe most
effective in preventing HIV/AIDS and STDs.
Female condoms, which are made of plastic, have not
had enough research done on them to determine their
complete effectiveness and should only be considered
when the male condom is not possible.
· It should also be noted that natural membrane
condoms are not advised to be used for STD prevention.
Faundeen encourages students to stop by the booth al
the Health Fair, ask questions and pick up some
infonnation, but most imponan1ly, to be
safe.
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The second point of confusion
lies in the MSUSA press release
PAGE1
itself. It was posted as a
clarification to an earlier press
sent
by
Student
While being voted on at the release
legislature, MSU sided with the Government dated Jan. 30. Student
other six schools in MSUSA Government's press release states,
"SCS'81 students pay about
against the SCSU bill. The reason
for doing so was the members of $100,000-per-year in remuneration
to
MSUSA,
a
lobbying
MSU's student governing body felt
SCSU's resolution needed mot'e organization which represents
Minnesota's
state
universities
.
Clarifying language. Since that
time, MSU has drafted an While fees froril SCSU, the largest
of
the
state
universities,
provides
additional proposal they feel is
nearly one-third or the MSUSA
more appropriate.
Mankato
State
Student budget ... SCSU has the same
AsSociation is MSU's student voting representation as the other
governing body. Jason Patten, · state· universities ... SCSU and
MSSA's 'tice_ president said, Mankato State -students ·arc
'There's been a lot of confusion as supporting a bill introduced by Rep.
to what Mankat~upIX,>rts. We will Opatz that . would allow for
not support what is currently on the representation to be b'ased ori
SCSU
floor (the SCSU bill). We feel most Cnrollment · figures
of the changes SCSU proposes Student Government is requesting
could be done internally by law 136F.22 be changed to allow
student
associations to be
MSUSA."
Patten said MSU does support proportionally represented and to
equal
representation
within give each association the option to
membership
with
MSUSA, but the board of directors continue
should retain final approval of all MSUSA."
MSUSA's
press
release
decisions, in a veto capacity,
because they are legally responsible essentially corrects portions of the
SCSU press release and notes
for those decisions.

$91,527 as an accurate figure of the without the Delegates Assembly is
amount of money SCSU paid. It elect the leadership of MSUSA,"
continues by stating Mankato State Hovanetz said.
does not support the bill and notes
Th7 final issue of confusion is
that only the Presiden_tial Board of the amount SCSU actually paid to
Directors operates on a one vote per . MSUSA. In the press release sent
university basis.
by MSUSA officials, the figure is
Hovanetz said this is a little $91,527. SCSU business office
misleading. She ·
records
said
the
indicate
the
Delegates
~
• actual amount
Assembly
is
SCSU paid is
based
on
about $97,000.

MSUSA

Halenbeck Apartments
Now renting summer and fall, '98
Pick ou.t your own large private room in our beautiful
two full bathroom apartments. Housing for groups
of four people at Fifth Ave, 11th St. S.
• Keyed bedroom locks
• Available storage space
• On-site coin laundry
• Off-street parking

• Air conditioning
• Dishwasher/ Microwaves
• U Pik-Kwik next door
• No application fee
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We aren't going to
Jorget this One
when the po'sitions
change this
summer.

-Vi~:~~isthe
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voting
power
within
the
organization representing them.
Whatever the outcome of the
final draft of the bill .before the
legislature, the issue does not seem

~ 0e8
~~rs oft~~
Amy Hanson
~!~;;~~ce in
directors.
STUDENT GOVERNMENT
enrollment
"The board
SENATOR-AT-LARGE
from
one
of
directors
academic
makes all the
session
to
decisions," Hovanetz said. "The another during a school year.
Delegates Assembly does make
"You sometimes get students
decisions, but the board can change who leave or · enter school at
them."
different times during the year, or
, The Delegates Assembly fonns students who have to pay for
committee platforms and makes activities not covered by MSUSA,"
additions and corrections to the he said. ''The difference is only 5 or
articles of operation. They meet 6 percent."
once a year in the spring.
On a final point, Hovan~lZ said
"Another thing the board does she thought most of the confusion

representatives said it would be a
long time before anything
happened. But SCSU isn't going to
throw in-the towel.
"We plan to take this as far as
we can go," said Amy Hanson,
SCSU ~enator-at-large. ''We aren't
going to forget this one when the
positions change this .summer."
Hanson added anything up to
and including legal action would be
considered by SCSU. Hovanetz
said they would pursue the equal
representation option for now.
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of

~as on the part of MSU. She
pointed out the bill drafted by
Mankato's governing body was
written by Francis Klinker. Klinker
is a senator at Mankato and is also
the MSUSA State Chainnan. She
further pointed out both the ),1SU
bill and the SCSU bill were nearly
identical. The only real difference is
theMSU bill would ask universities
who wanted to leave MSUSA to
pay a fair share" fee of 50 percent.
A fair share fee, is something

. '
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Tademe said he is not namecalling, but students and faculty
who have spoken out about racism
on this campus have been
threatened by administration.
'That's not healing," he said.

'That's not a climate of repentance
or healing. Healing happens whell
people are showing
their
commitment to fighting racism."
Tademe said he attended a

faculty racism training program,
and said they spoke for a large
amount of the time about where to
go to file a complaint.
"Some of.. the people that were
given to us to file a complaint a1,
are the very peciple~'lhat have treated
students in a racially inseMitive
- manner."
Tademe said not every
administrator is uncommitted to
fighting racism. "I'm not talking
about those people. I love those
people. I'.m talking about
administrators who are committed
10 covering-up."
Tademe also offered an
alternative solution.
"If we want to fight racism, we
need a 'racial glasnost' on this
campus. Let's open up the lx>oks,
let's have a commission !hat's made
up of community. We are clapping
for glasnost in the Soviet Union, so
we need a 'racial glasnost' on this
campus," he said.
Gene Gilchrist, vice president of
Administrative Affairs, said he did
noi attend the meeting because he
was not made directly aware of it
and did not fee l the meeting was .
meant for him to a!lend.
"I don't consider that my
colleagues are racisL We are in fact
panicipaling in the same !raining
program as the faculty," Gilchrist
said.

Intervention,
Med.iatiou- and
Sanctions
Jumal

Sturrup, junior and

·Meeting

SCAR member, pointed out two
different safety alerts pos1ed on
campus by University Public Safety
in late J~uary. He read both or
t~em 10 the crowd, poiming out the
differences between them.

In one, an attempted sexual
assault was reported, noting the
assailant was a.black male, 18 to 20
years or age, five feet nine inches
tall, 150 lbs.. and wearing a red
coat. In the other repott a physical
assault was reported noting the
assailam as an unidentified male,
six fee t tall,wearing blue jeans and
a dark coat.
Also, the sexual assault report
said SI. Cloud Police are
invcs1igating, -while the other did
'not. 01her details of the reports are
written in a similar fonnal.
''There are not that many black
males on campus. This description
fits the profile of just about every
black male on campus," S1umip
said.
He then pointed out the section
of the four-page insert which states,
"Uni versity Public Safety is
developing
procedures
for
communicati ng, reporting and
investigating incidents involving
racism, hate crimes and racial
harassment."
"They did not recall the fli ers.
They just scratched out the word
'black'. They did acknowledge
their mistake," Stumip said. •
"We ~ trying to pursue every
complaint," Gilchrist said. "Prior to
November, we had a policy for
reporting on sexual assault, but we'
did not with racial harassment.' We
are now doing that."
The four-page insert states,
"Beginning
in
December,
Uni versity Public Safety included
incidcnls and crimes involving bias •
or hate in its statistical incident and
crime reports. Those incidents that
involve a potential continuing
threat to any individual in the
campus community will become
the subject of a campus-wide crime

Students occupied counter space during the student-organized emergency meeting Wednesday
afternoon in Atwood Memorial Center's North Glacier Room.
alert. An annual report will be
developed for fall ·of 1998."
Tototzintle said, "We know of
two incidents that have happened
since the implementation of 1hesc
prOgrams which have involved
racial hate crimes or racial
harassment and did not become the
sllbject of a campus-wide crime
·alert." She listed those two
incidents individually.
'There has been no resolution,"
she said. "Silence is not a
resolution."

Establishing a More
Diverse Community
Samue l Bass, sophomore,
criticized the section of the insert
which states, "The universi1y
reiterates its commitment to
aggressive, affirmative action in
i-ccruitment and hiring of facu lty,
administrators and staff and
rededicates itself to creating a more
diverse community in all new
hires.''
Bass said he stresses the word
'new' and asked,"What are they
going to do in the campus
community
with
the
old
administrators, the old staff, and the
old facul1y? Before you can bring in
!he new, before you can change the
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Bird said this was not happening to her
knowledge.
·
Callahan said the largest problems on this
campus are institutional di~rimination and racism.
Students have been excluded from the process and
what the university has done is a publicity
campaign to make it look good, he said.
He also said everyone needs to work together to
help these issues.
"It's hard getting everyone to realize they don'1
know everything," he said. "People need to work
and lis1cn to each other."
Afler Thursday's Student Government mee1ing,
uni versity officials requested notes and videotape
from lJIVS and KVSC.
Grube said he understands the notes and tape
were requested from the Affirmative Action office
because of a report there was a hostile environment
for women at the meeti ng. He had to leave the
Student Government meeting early to teach a
class.
The Affirmative Action office repons to the
Office of the President.
"l don't feel !here was any hostility directed
towards women at the meeting," said Semya
Hakim, professor of human relations and
multicultural education, who was present at the
meeting.
UTVS General Manager Mason Jurchisin said
he knew someone in Administrati ve Services
comacted the station Friday for their tape of the
meeting. He also said Judy Behrend, secretary for
the Affirmative Action office requested a tape of
the meeting. As of Wednesday evening a tape had
not been given to UTVS for dubbing.
The tape that was going to be provided is 15

minutes long and does not include any raw
footage.
'This has become a problem because a lot of
people in a lot of different places arc acting
without thinking," Jurchisin said. ''We are not a
dub center. l don't want to be involved. I want to
stay out of this and be there to tell the story."
J.R. Root, who covers S1udent Government
meetings for KVSC, said Bird_'s secretary
requested a paper copy of the story that ran on the
air regarding the S1udent Government meeting.
There was not a "Student Government Live"
show broadcast on KVSC Friday.
'"There was really nothing there," Root said. "I
thought it was 1he ·best thing 10 do.''
Bird said everyone was not al 1he meeting and
thought others should have a chance 10 hear what
was being said. She atso said she was not in town
on Friday.
"I thought it was important to provide that
infonnation to those who weren't there because of
the tone and issues," she said.
Student Government is requ ired to tape its
weekly meetings, but the recortle.5 has been out of
order.
.
"Our tape recorder malfunctioned, so we went
and purchased another one, and that one was also
out of order, so we are in the process of getting a
new one," said Amy Hanson, Student Government
senator-at-large. 'The past two or three meetings
have actually not been taped which is in violation
of our constitution, but we feel that the meetings
should go on. I believe they are looking at getting
one this week because it is definitely a priority for
us."

new, you have to change the old."

University .
Commitment and Role
in the.Region
Graciela Gorman, sophomore
and MEChA member, said, "I'm
not saying there's no commitment,
they have committed, but it's not
good enough. There is no long-term
commitment," she said.
In 199 1, students had to fi ght,
1995, students had to fight, 1998,
here we arc again."
She gave a list of demands,
some of which were a renovated
cultural center, a graduate assistant
fo r the cultural center, a
multicultural library in the cultural
center and extensive training
programs.
Junior Lynett Harvey, a member
of SCAR, CAAS and My Sista,
Myself, said the university has been
aware of the problem· of racism for
many years.
'The problems of racism are not
the dream that they want it to be,
But the nightmare that we liye in
every day," Harvey said.
Buster Cooper, professor of art,
referred 10 a speech given by
Martin Luther Kin~. Jr. in 1963.

King described a bad check which
had been written by this country to
the people of color. "The
community of St. Cloud has issued
a bad check to its people of color."
"In 1984, they had a legal
advocate on campus," Cooper said.
Accordirig to university personnel,
_the advocate was Bi ll Marczewski. ·
A legal advocate was one of the
1995 MEChA hunger strike
demands that has not yet been met.
He cited numerous instances of
racially motivated crimes in both
SCSU and St. Cloud. "I think the
students who came up here to live a
"tranquil life were issued a bad
check. I think the number of
stUdents who came up here to
participate in athletics were issued a
bad check. I would think, as one
who has a daughter, that my
daughter wou ld be safe in dorms."
He suggested that the students
and faculty take legal action.
Although there were many
issues and incidents addressed by
the speakers, the common theme
throughout the meeting was a
sincere hope that students, faculty
and administration will be able to
work together on all issues of
oppression.
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EDITORIAL

Needle exchanges
prevent disease, do
n0t promote drugs
0

One reason some U.S. congressmembers were hesitant
to approve President Bill Clinton's appointment of Dr.
David Satcher to the position of Surgeon General was
because he was in favor of needle exchange programs fo
intravenous drug users.

Many people are afraid of needle exchange programs
because they do not like the idea of giving needles to
drug users.
It is a tough decision to choose between providing
drug users with clean needles or letting drug users
continue to infect themselves with the HIV virus.
Another way to look at the choices are we could use our
tax dollars for a few cents for a clean needle or several
thousand dollars for the treatment of AIDS.
One of the most common ways of contracting the HIV
virus is through sharing needles during drug use.
No one wants to supply drug users with the means to
do drugs. But, if people choose tp use intravenous drugs,
at least a resource can be provided where they can be
protected from contracting a deadly - and preventable disease.
The same kind of case can be made for putting
condom vending machines in high school bathrooms.
Parents have suggested that doing so might encourage
their children to have seX. On the con(rary, making
condoms accessible to students tells th.em that if they do
choose to have sex, they should be responsible,
protecting themselves against pregnancy and disease.
In the case of intravenous drug Users, providing them
with needles does not tell them to do more drugs. It tells
them to be safe when they do.
Making condoms accessible to teens does not mean
more teens will have sex. If they really want to have sex,
they will do it with or without a condom.
People are not going to start doing drugs because free
needles are provided. If someone doesn't do drugs, it is
because they disapprove of the use of drugs in the first
place. Drug users will continue to use drugs whether
they can get free needles or not.
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This story needs retelling
Last Thursday, I wrote a forget about everyone in
situation. Many more will
be in that situation before
story about a young
the story except one
woman -Amy - ',--==- 7 person.
long. That's why
who was raped on
Amy's real name education is so important.
It's also why Amy's story
her birthday last
was changed for
year. 1 wanted to
the story at her
is so special. This is a
share with
request. There were woman who tells her side
everyone Lhe
many reasons for
of the story, and her story ·
experience I had in
telling Amy's story. ··· weaves a tapestry of
telling her story.
It touches us all in
mi_sery, pain andfear. No
You see, I never
many ways. Some
one deserves to feel the
wrote that story. She did.
of us feel her loneliness.
things she and people like
Oh, I put the words on
Some feel her pain. And,
her feel every day.
paper and I placed my
hopefully, the person who
The saddest part about
name at the top of the
raped her read that story
this whole issue is many
page, but I never told that
and felt shame.
people still disbelieve that
story. I merely told you,
Something that didn't
one in four college-age
and I was afraid I'd mess
make the original story
women will be the victim
it up and hurt her again.
was that Amy thinks the
of a sexual or attempted
Some may say that's a
guy that
sexual
reporter's job. They'd be
hurt her
assault.
wrong. A common
probably
Date rape
misconception people
doesn't
is no game.
have about journalists is
consider
Even if the
No one deserves guy doesn't
that we're out to get the
what he did
"big" story. Well,
rape.
to feel the things have the
admittedly that is true
That
or
she and people · education
sometimes. But it isn't
may seem
sense to tell
very often those kinds of
like her feel every himself to
unlikely to
stories come your way as
you, but I
stop when
day.
a reporter. More often
guess
she says
than not journalists end up people can
"No," that
covering things like
doesn't
justify
business openings,
anything to themselves. If excuse him from the
government/univefSity
they couldn't, there would responsibility of
appointments or meetings be no such thing as
answering for his actions.
and sporting events. All of cheating on someone,
Amy wasn't date raped,
which are important,
lying to a friend or even
she was drugged timely news events. But
rape.
something far less
how many big stories do
Something else most
common, but the guy is
you think there are in
guys would never admit to merely that much more
you is they've been in a
responsible. Is there a
those kinds of issues?
point to this? If you have
The story this woman
situation where a woman
brought to me was a very
has had to say "No," more to ask, call Lee LaDue at
special·story. It gives the
than once. But many guys the Women's Center.
journalist the chance to
have been in that exact
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Voting 'yes'
encourages
women's hockey
Last w~k State Rep. Phyllis Kahn, D-Dist.
59B, said she would vote no.
She would not vote to give the city of St. Cloud
a substantial chunk of money so it can bui Id an
events center. She would withhold money J;>ecause
SCSU is not going to field a women's varsity
hockey team next year and doesn't meet Title IX
guidelines.
Title IX, in a nutshell, is a 1972 law that
mandates equal opportunities for men and women
in athletics, among rriany other things. Among the
factors that would cause a school to comply are an
equal number of men's and
women's varsity athletes.
A 10,000-seat center would
be a huge benefit to the
university. It could cbnduct its
graduation ceremonies there
and play its football games
there. But, Kahn basically says
because the rogue University
' MARTY
doesn't comply, the city' should
SUNDVALL be held responsible? Does it
inatter that the school plans to
have a team on the ice by the year 2000?
Apparently not. Kahn wants it now or no cash for
Cloud Town.
This is a giant "Go Figure." For starters, it
would take at least a month for SCSU to organize
a searcfi for a coach. It will take another month tb
receive replies to the job posting. It would take
another month for the blue ribbon committee to
agree and then another month to finalize the
process.
That's four months. In four months it's golf
season. A fine time to start the hockey recruiting
process.
The cream of this years eligible players will
stage the Minnesota State High School League
State Girls Hockey l_'oumament in a couple of
weeks down in the cities. This is Where the best
players from an expollentially expanding talent
pool are to be found, cburted and recruited to
cometo St. Cloud.
There is no way.for SCSU to recruit thiS year. If
it's forced to, the Huskies could conceivably put a
team on the ice this coming"fall made up of its
club team ·which has 30 or so skaters. But club
skaters would, pardon-the phrase, get clubbed by
scholaiship players.
A few years ago SCSU made a jump to
Division I in men's hockey. Yes, the Huskies took
their lumps many times early on. But IO years later
you've got a solid program built from a solid
beginning.
The women's team should at least have that
chance. Give a coach enough time to recruit
properly. Let that coach have a chance at a couple
of blue-chip players right away (like the men did
with Tim Hanus and Jeff Saterdalen). Let the
program get off to a planned start so it's not a mess
from the very beginning.
'
Kahn's push for Title IX compliance is a valid
one. But the means are nothing short of blackmail
bound in a weak argument. If she's so against it,
Kahn must find another argument against St.
Cloud's events center funding. Her present case
jus~ doesn't hold any water. Or is it ice.

Ask appropriate questions about religion
''ThiS is a response to and
about Campus Crusade for
Christ's presentation of "A
Skeptic's Quest." Let me first
respond' to Campus Crusade and
one of the questions on the flyer
handed to me. The question was
stated as fol lows: "Did we come
from monkeys?" The answer is
No. The theory of evolution does
not state that we come from
monkeys, but rather, that we have
a common ancestor from which
we broke off. How can we get an
answer to a question when the
question itself is misleading the
audienc;e about the appropriate
questions to be asked?
Regarding Dr. Greg Boyd, the
first thing that caught my attention
was his historical account of the
Gospels and h9w he used this to

say we have good reason to
believe them. His basic point was
that the Gospels, when held up to
the critique qf historians, seem to
pass the test of validity. He
sighted that the Gospels contain
details that do not really need to
be there, such as the way Jesus'
clothes were folded in his tomb
and how the disciples often did
not understand Jesus·• messages,
and he therefore had to correct
them. As we can see the Gospels
are neither outlandish nor
'mythological' in their accounts of
the life of Jesus, so we have
reason to believe. But what does
this say about the Torah and the
rest of the Hebrew canon?
Dr. Boyd also spoke of a
supreme tranquility in giving his
life to and knowing that his life

was in the hands of Jesus. Does he
want to hold that this tranquility is
only possible in Christianity?
He seems to have worked out
some arguments for his beliefs,
but a question now presents itself.
The fact that he has been· a
Christian apologist for 23 years
leads me to believe that he had
looked for the evidence that
supports his position. But, by
accident of birth, had he been
born in another culture and raised
in a different religion, would he
have then looked for and found
the evidence to support that
position?
Michael Donlin
Junior
Philosophy

Privileges of race revealed througli education
It has become increasingly apparent to me that I
am granted a variety of privileges and benefits, based
solely upon the fact my skin is white.
I have spent the majority of my life thinking .
everyone experiences life in the same fashion as I do.
However, this belief could not be further.from the
truth in a society and campus that intentionally
and/or inadvertently caters to white people.
By this point you might be thinking to yourself;
''This guy is scraping the bottom of the wrong
barrel." But I urge white -people to take a moment to
reflect on their life, with me, for a moment. I would
urge you to consider the similarities ·between "social
norms, and white privilege."
For example, when was the last time you did not
see as least one person who was the same skin tone
as you, while yciu were on your way to class? I , as
an individual am not judged based upon the actions
of $Omeone wise who happens to be the same skincolor as me. I can criticize the government without
being looked at as a cultural outsider. When I learn
history, I am taught that people who are my color

made America the great place it is. I can wear
second-hand clothes without being viewed as a
welfare recipient. I do not ~ave to worry a6out
whether or not a barber can deal with my hair. By the
way, guess what color skin-tone band-aids are?
These are all examples of things that white people
consider to be the "norm", but to people of a
different color, they Jre everyday reminders that they
are "visitors" in a white nation.
I am not saying that all white people are selfseeking and oblivious people. However, I am
suggesting that what you may consider to be a norm,
as a white person, is in such a subtle manner, that it
may we hard-wired into our very existence without
us even knowing it.
.
I do not expect you to believe me, but I would
implore you to consider this editorial as you go about
your way today, and see if you believe these
privileges to be true for you.
Matt S. Crouch

Junior
Speech Communications
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LORNE -AND BEN,
We't-e so fodorn since you left
withotLt a vJord. It was o,.ieL' befoL"e
it be9an - we miss you. WeL'e you
hdnapped? Don't lemie tu;
, -hanging, baby. G,,es., wh.o?
• • • • .:'e • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ,• • •

DE-AR.EST N-ATH-AN
Yon aL'e n'ty one kne Romeo.
These past fmw months have been
a total dL·eanl to n'te, and I want
th is to last foL'e\leL'. You make rn.e
so happy und I lc,.,e yon with my
wl,ole hcm-l Huppy Vulentin<i's
Duy, My Looe. Love, Meaghan

I LOVE YOU POOPY1
You have been poophciou.s this
year. Happy Anni\leL'SCLL')',
Love always, Ymit· Sh"'lrhead

DE-AR T.G.:

MY WILD FRIENDS
It is all in the uthtnde, so I pvopose
our magical toast... Het,•e's to
getting what vJe vJant1 hminq what
vJe \',)ant and keeping what vJe
want - with wh.o we want. C(in k
Ym, know wh.o!

KL-AUS
Is my special cupid!

Happy Valentine's Day, see y,;n
soon! Love, Sarah.

CHRONICLE
Tfiis ongoing Le,.,., uffaiv
cnlm.i.rtates at Bean'teL.'s fonighl
Co.pyediting Gnm

Quit being a snot to me.
Looe, Pt,ffs

..•••••.•........ ........
SAAAH GROSS, JESS,
· :AIMEE, BETSY, LORRY,
KRISTIN, -AND HEIDf-HO
.I Le,.,., yon gnys lots.. -Samh

T-AR-A
YmLL' beanty match:es none my
eyes huve e'veL' seen - you t,• head:
so ktte, so golden its sheen. I loJe
you Tar°: you'll al"'1c..ys be in my
th.onghts. LL Bnnches

-AIMEE,
Do you like my hLrn.n'ty? Do you
like my langh? I know yon like my
cae... so I guess this must m.ean
ymt like me.
Come on, come on, con'te on.

B-ABYOAKES
You't-e the ohly one· m.y bnnt t,·olls
·
aee hot foe.
·
Yom mediNal goddess

GIRL
Oh, oh, oh, oh, oh.
I'll be loving ymt fovevet· ... (yon've
got itl the ,igfit stnff, baby, yon'ee
the eeason why I sing this song.
The newest kid on yonv block

GLEN
You aL-e m.y eef1.ection. -All I an't is
yom-s. The Miet-oe

· TOJMK

-Always remembeL' yon hold the
key to my hem·~ Fait· enottgh?

I h.ope yon know th.at ! Le,.,., yon so.
I'll be fot"'"" yom·s if yottll be
fm·evee mine! Please trust in me.
Looe .yo., bubet
, You L' sen-et a.dn'tit·ee.

HEYMOMM-A,

PLUCKY DUCK

HEY SWEETIE

I can't vJait to stad ~t-college life
\Nl..th yon... W<Jether as one.
Looe, Daddy-0

FR-ANCESC-A
I like

you so nutch. HoL'ati.o

..............•........

Yott've the best thing that's evee
happened·to me.
1'\nd ! Le,.,., yon with all my heaet.

--A

R:om ymw best bnddy, Caeey L.
Ha.ppy V-Da.y. Looe ya, Calli

••••• : •••••••••••••••• 4

BR-ADLY
T hanks fot' all the geeat times! I
Le,.,., yonl! LOJ<i - yotw Heatev. P.S.
Yon't-e Cnte! XOXO XOXO

.......

~

....... ...... .
~

TOSCSU

W\DNIE,

Yom: farn.i.ly is the most
impodnn t in
LL' seavch . fot·

We lc,.,eyon.
Than ks foe being a cool adoise,·.
Love, Voz a.rid the Cheonnies.

discove,y 'The family of hnmo.n hncL"

Yo,

Yes, it's that time of year again.
Saturday is Valentine's Day, and here at Universicy
Chronicle, that means only one thing.

FOREVER -AND -A•D-A
Y. ..
.•••............
••.....

JOHN
ffnts toh yeH vevevof si-ttoy?

You't:e m.y b,e an d n'ty best fl'iend
things may be tottgh bttt ottr Le,.,.,
can ovet·com.e anything.
Looe, Ni.kki

MOM, D-AD, -ABBY, GR-AM,
, . GR-AM -AND-GR-AMPS

•••......•••••........• ···· ~··················
BOOG~
I can't wail to spend Vakntine's
Day with a sexy chick like yon!
Smootchest Mikey

··········~············
SE-AN

A day off!! !
Actually, it means Love Lines. T his is che issue
where our readers gee bold, frisky.; sexy, tender ·and
sappy. T his is the issue to get some lovin'...
The staff of Universicy Chronicle wishes you all a
h.appy Valentine's Day. For those of you without a
reason to celebrate, well, it's a silly idea for a
holiday anyway.
-

ROO

DE-AR MONKEYHE-AD,

Since the fLt-st tim.e I saw you, I
knew you and I Wern meant to be
togethev foeeve,-.. I o.m so excited to"")
become ymw wife! I lOJe you and
can't im0-9i.ne my life without you
in il Love, Geek

f m. happy and ceazy when you'ee
arotmd. We ulvJays ha0e tlm
togethev and yott make me feel
special You' L'e m.y best friend.
Love, Melissa

DE-AR BE-AUTIFUL BLOND
KEVIN

GIRl..,

You mean the vJodd to me. Wish
you weee hei:-e. I l.oJe you.
Love, Kelly

I want to eat dinn;t.. and see the
m.OJi.e "Gt·eat Expectations" with
ymt. Let's stndy Spanish togethe,·.
Mizuho said you nee supee cool so
I wottld like to get to know yott.
Hideki

.....•.................
'HE WHO HAS MY
comn'tandm.en t.s and_keeps them.,
he it is wh.o lc,.,es Me; he wh.o lc,.,es
me shall be lc,.,ed by my Fathe,·
and I will Le,.,., him und disclose
myself to him." Lo.oe, Jesns, Lo,x!
and King. John 14,21

TO KK.M, -ALI-AS C-APT-AIN
MORG-AN
Wekome buck to this side of the
pnddle. Riley Woeth

LOVE

fM JNTENSELY IN LOVE

Jen P., Tammy D., Jen B., Cathy.

WITH YOU JEREMY

Cbronicte/13

l.JNlVl'::H.SITY

and I knaw I elemally will be.
• With yom· special wa,ys I haw
happier days. Honey, you m.ean
the Uni-Jet-se to me.

BERT,,.
You're a .jet-k.. I saw y~u ...out 1.-Jith
:hat pi.gebn last week. rn\ nta,;,i.ng
ottl Take vone own. bath, cotmt
1sheep by ;mwselt, and ymt can
sh..O'Je ).'Oltl' bottle cap collection.
Ernie

RUBBER DUCKY,
You't'e th e one, you make
bathtime k,ts of htn. Rnbbe,·
Ducky, rm awfully fond of yon.
LO\-ie,_Ernie

TfflNIE,
The day I foll in l= voith you.,
n.y life began. Yott tol'e away my
mtecfoJe shell and allovJed me to
be fl'ee to cat'e and. lo,,.'1<?.
Thaµk yon. I kw ymc Heathee

...•••......•.......••. ······················~
TO MY TAfl,. GUY,
MY LOVER
I lo,,e shal'in.g tinw and chasing
ch-earns I.Vl.th yotL.. thanks.
We sizzle no mattet' what we do
I can't wait foe late,: (tonight) - it'll
be 6ettee than Valentine's Day ..
theee'll 6e candles, staes and a
. ,to,y. I.hope yoii like it.
1.kw all of yw.

-s

LOVE IS P:ATIENT :AND KIND;
it is not jealous or conceited ot'
pL'oud; love ~ not ill-m.annet'ed Ol'
selftsh oe ieeitable; boe doesn't keep
a l'ecot'd of vJt•ongs; 1.aJe is not
happy with Nil but is happy wi.th
the tvuth. LoJe f\0,:>ev gi,,cs up; and
its faith, hope, and pahence n0.-ie1'
fail
I Coe. 13k7

••• ! ~:; '<;t~ ~-~ ~~~:\ ~.~••••
SUNSHINE
The looe of my life wi.th my hc.-0rt
and sottl yon't..'e fot'GVet' my
Valentine. Love, Elmo (and Tc·oy)

EUGENE,
I kw yrnt Tasia

JULlA PETERSON,
I would low fol' ym t to change
/Oltt..' name to G1ttiet'eez on July ,
lth. I kw yw wi.th all my heuet
Yout· ht..hwe hnsba.nd,
Thundee Hawk

SH:ANE-0
Nhy didn't Coil make a coobie·
c1tttev ont of you fat· the t·~st of
,e male population? We b..'le yo1t, .
autd;_ tl mun! The Chronnie Gids

TO MY SUNSHINE EEJ
iappy Valentine's Day, S"wtie'
Remem.bel' who 1.oJes you!
Ji\C XXOO

R.Y:AN, MERCI CHRYSTEI.lE
luppy Valentine's Da.y! fm soety
e all the bad times. I boe yon, so
,me oJel' and make ct'azy b'le to
e. -And don't fot'get to vJeat..• yont'
thongs. Yrn, KNOW what
they do to me.
J. .Charles

N-GOD
Happy Birthday - Sister

JESSIOA,
Don't be o.ft'uid to giw me a. co.ll
'Let's go wutch some basketball oc
maybe we should tttl'n I tp the base
and listen to Mace. Thanks for
the laughs: Happy Valentine's
Duy! Yottt· Fa"°iite R.:A.

H:APPY V:ALENTINE'S D:AY
M ,tchell vesiclen ts. Pi ,ff

:AS CRYST:AL BRITil,E
COBWEBS
Ln the fl'ozen nWl'n ing de.v,
beauhfnLund frngile is my
soul, ap:iet fmm y01L-Spa.ce
and time, so much beh>Jeen!
But shll I dt'eam of yon.
Fol'0Jee my Lo1,:ie. My Mat'lon

US:A

Sha.oel haed baby' loJe, Betsy

Nati\Je Woman, whose eyes

······~················
· H:APPY V:ALENTINE'S D:AY,

Connect with. mine
Y01t· at'e the defmiti.on
Of laJe, fot· you at'e
One I.Vl.th Nahtt'e.
Oh Mother Eacth, yom· beanty
Slll'l'Ottnds me.
Yott aee the frees I see
The birds I heu,·
The wi.ncl I feel
The ,vutee I dein k
The fwe that comfod:s me
The eaeth that sttpports me.
You t'epl'esent all these things.
Nutiw Woman,
I c~t'e fot..' ymt so.
Let me gioe back what
You ha\1€ gi\'len to me.
L()l.')e,JLm.my ·

DEREK

I miss ym, I kw yw, Ba6e.

··~····················
RILEY WORTH
Who's ywe daddy? Yes I aml
Well miss ym, k,ts bitddy ...
Good luck. wheeewc yon go.
Don't frn:get ns.
Be good

I NEED SOME C:ANDY ON
V:ALENTINE'S D:AYI
1\lasku·cuy

I LOVE YOU P:ATTY1
..........•..•.........
I'd do anything ...
low you so m.nChl
Yottt' Peince.5-5, Cecil

H:APPY V:ALENTINE'S D:AY
to m.y late niqht eendez-wns man.

xoxo

MY REBELllOUS LOVE,
Huppy A.nni\Jet'S(Lt')' g,nd
Valentine's Day! I'm so happy
we'w found ea.ch oiher (vJith a
little help fi:ori, Ollt' f,iendsl. rm
looking fotwa.t'd to many more '
starlit nicJhts I.Vl.th. yon. I can't. wait
foe 8atnt'day! L()l..)C, Kei.shn

··~····················
RILEY
I m.e.lt 0.let')' _time I see you. Yottt'
got'geous looks imp:iit' m.e when -I
hy to spedk. You may n0Jel' knp..v
hovJ m.,tch r want you.
f om: sect'et admieee.

BE P:ASSION:ATE, BE
VULNER:ABLE... MOST OP
:AIL BELIEVE IT Wll
H:APPEN :AND TRUST IT
Wll BE RIGHT.

MEL
You ure the sunshine of my. life.
T hank yrnt fo,. ull ywe kindn=
.and yo1tr .sugat'. LO\Je,. Ry

:AD:AM,

SENSU:AL ONE
Yw ewe the Gest sho.oelee I know.

JUST TO SEE YOU SMH...E

HEY B:ABY,

I wi.ll kw yon alwuys mid fom>Jee.
L=, Shoety

WENDY..
Wendy what went wcong, oh so
v?tong. We went togethet' foe so
· kng. Still L=.
Still Yom· Beach Boy

I thrnight yrnt wece a thief, bttt
yott're merely a puwn. She wi.ll
,vise up a.nd you wi.ll be gone.
Yotlt' nights are nuITtbet'ed. -FC?stet·.

H:AWK,
iYu te di mi. cot'az6n!
Yo say tu e6posa.
.Te...£,Iuiem,
~tlia

GIGI
Roses uce Rojo, Violets are Am~
f m sony I always cut you off
See yo1t Saturday. ·

U>Je,
M

ZIP ZIP
4581r 459 - LM

P.
The hologt'a.m. of ymw i.oJe
changes h,w wi.th the ligh~ yet
fl'arn.es u constant_int.age.
Than.ls fot..' being m y miet.'Ol' and
. my lady. · M.

K:ARJSS:A, TIPFY, HEIDI
Happy Valentine's Day, yw needs.
Scott 1\.

M:AKE LOVE, NOT WAR.I!
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Huskies set for The new ltjd on the block
physical battle Williamson ranks among NCC's best in scoring, blocked shots
by Tyson Jahn

by Rob LaP/ante

STAFF WRITER

SPORTS EDITOR

First-year
forward
Christine
Williamson
started off playing
recreational basketball with her older
broth<!rs, but now has turned into
some1hing bigger for the SCSU women's
basketball team.
'·
The 1997 graduate ·of Apple '{alley

In the past three. weeks, three different teams in the
· Western Collegiate Hockey Association have held a share
of first place.
With the SC~U hockey team (13-6-1 WCHA, 16-8-2
overall) idle last weekend, it got' to d6 some scoreboard
watching and saw second-place University of North Dakota
(31 points) leapfrog over the University of Wisconsin (29
points) into first place.
UND's sweep of Alaska-Anchorage, along with the
University of Minnesota's sweep over the Badgers, enabled
North Dakota to push its lead to two points and four points
over SCSU in the WCHA standings.
SCSU Head CoaCh Craig Dahl said the second half of
the season has been anything but predictable.
"It seems in the second half of the season that teams in
the bottom half have been taking the teams in the top half
of the standings," Dahl said. "An example was last weekend
with Minnesota sweeping Wisconsin and MiChigan Tech
University being swept by Minnesota-Duluth. The league is
very, very balanced."
The Huskies' opponent this weekend is MTV and Dahl
knows that just because they were swept last weekend, the
- Huskies have to come prepared.
"Two weekends ago, (MTV) swept Minnesota-; so we
have to be ready for them," Dahl said.
MTV has several players who are scoring threats. Senior
forwards Andre ~avage and Bret Meyers are two of the top
scorers in the WCHA, but defensively, Michigan Tech
ranks last in goals against.
SCSU senior forward Sacha Molin said the Huskies
need to play their style of game and not WOil)' about Tech's
scoring weapons.
"You really can't concentrate on one or two guys," Molin
said. "If we play our systems and finish our checks, we
should sweep these guys."
One area of concern for the Huskies is the fact MTV is
one of the most physical teams in the league and likes to
draw opposing !earns into dumb penalties, enabling its
power play, which ranks second in the league, to create
scoring chances.
On the other hand, excluding SCSU's 3-2 win over
Denver University two weeks ago, the Huskies were having
problems staying out of the box, taking needless penalties.
Molin said the key factor this weekend will be the team's
self-discipline.
"(MTU) is always a physical game and they like to take
the body a lot," Molin said. "The key will.be to avoid taking
penaltif:S and stay focused, because they have a good power
play."
Dahl agreed with , his senior forward, saying the
penalties will play a big factor this weekend.
"Tech likes to hack and slash and use their sticks a lot,"
Dahl said. "We have to play disciplined against them, but
what I think it's going to come down to is who gets the
better goaltending."
MTV junior Goalie Dave Wenninger's numbers don't
compare with SCSU senior netminder Brian Leitza's, but
Wenninger has come up big in certain situations this season
for the Huskies.
"(Wenninger) has a good reputation and has been
playingprettygoodoflate,"Dahlsaid."lthinbtjustcomes
down to which goaltender plays better will have the upper
hand."
The Huskies received some good news this week as
sophomore defenseman Josh DeWqlf has returned skating
and is expected to play this weekend. Sophomore forward
Matt Bailey will return to the lineup after missing one
game. Sophomore forward Matt Noga is still listed as
doubtful this weekend after suffering a foot injury last
week.
"It's nice getting Josh back in the lineup," Dahl said.
"You don't like to have anybody missing."
Friday and Saturday night's games are scheduled 10
face-off at 7:05 p.m. at the National Hockey Center.
'This lasl month is huge for us," Dahl S?id. "It's huge for
implications on. playoff spots and i1s huge as far as trying to
get an NCAA berth."

Shane Opatz/PHOTO £Drr0R

SCSU's Christine Williamson (42)
drives to the basket in a game
played .earlier this season at

High School, where she lettered in five conference to make a decision, because
sports, is being considered for this year's she will also be running against
Rookie of the Year Award in the North teammate · (first-year guard) Tina
Central Conference.
· Schreiner," Ulferts said. "We had. that
"It would be a great honor to get, but same situation here when I started
I never really thought of it," Williamson between (junior guards) Katie Shea and
said.
Teri Watkins."
'
Head Coach Lori Ulfcrts said thece
Williamson said she would be happy
only about three candidates for the honor. whatever the resu lts may tum out to be.
"It's going to be tough for the
"I would rather see her get it,"
Williamson said. "It's a great
accomplishment and a lot of fun for both
ofus."
Williamson currently ranks second in
the NCC in scoring with 17 points and
three rebounds per game. She also is
second in the NCC in blocked shots.
"S_he's coming along-very well and is
doing an outstanding job as a freshman,"
Ulferts said. "She's a good student and
has a good work ethic."
Williamson credits her parents and
coaches for her success on the court and
ht!lping her realize her talents.
"My parents have helped more than
anyorie," Williamson said. "Every coach
I have has pushed me, and this was the
sport I was best at."
Williamson started playing sports at a
young age. She lettered in soccer, track,
softball, tennis and golf in high school,
but found basketball to be her best
sport.
.
Williamson never evoo expected to
start on ~~the--team, but said she has
improved fier skills from high school to
adapt to college.
''The position that f played wasn't
strong in the program, but it was an
accomplishment to start," Williamson
said. "My defense and ball-handling
skills are a lot better because I went
against stronger and taller girls."
Besides
playing
baskelball,
Williamson plays the bass guitar and
piano in a band at her church in her spare
time.
Williamson and the Huskies (7-6
NCC, 12-10 overall) will play their next
game at Morningside College this Friday.
The Huskies will finish the weekend
playing against the University of South
Dakota on::Saturday.
"We're going to have to play solid
defense and correct our mistakes that we
made when we played them at home,"
Ulferts said. "We have fo play disciplined
and consistent basketball on the road."
Ulferts said that her team has the
athletes and depth to win, 6ut that her
Halenbeck Hall. The first-year post team needs to execute their defense. She
currently ranks second in the NCC says this goal might pe hard to do with
the USO crowd so close to the court.
in scoring and blocked shots.

TrackSters sat1S
• f'1ed Wl•th f'1n1s
• hes
For the women, Meinert's time of
8.93 seconds in the 60-meter hurdles,
gave her second place in the event, but
The SCSU track and field team more importantly, qualified her for the
traveled to Fargo, N:D. -Je.st weekend to NCAA Division-Il National Indoor Meet
compete in the Bison Open and seniors in March. She also won the high jump
Carey Meinert and Bob Ewings ran and placed second in the pole vault.
"It was nice to have a meet where
provisional qualifying times.
"It was a good meet, but a long day we'll be having the conference meet, so
we
get used to the track," Meinert said.
for us," said Head Coach Tracy Dill. "It .
reflects on our perfonnances, but it was "It's some of the competition we're going
an outstanding day for Meinert, who to be up against a1 the conference meet."
Meinert said she thought the
improved on her hurdle time. Ewings is
consistently showing signs of a good competition was relatively challenging
even though there weren't a lot of schools
season."

by Tyson Jahn
STAFF WRITER

in attendance at the me"et.
"It wasn't a big spectrum of schools,
but there were people there that still gave
us a challenge," Meinert said. "People
were trying new things and trying to get
their times down, better heights and
jumps."
Others placing for the women were
junior Tonya Van Erp in 1he long jump
with a third-place leap of 18 feet and
sophomore Ellen Rock with a fourthplace finish in the 400-mefor dash.

Go TO TRACKSTERS,
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Packer"craze gone too far Tracksters
The other day I was waJking
through a compact disc shop and

little to my surprise did I sec
something that about made me
puke - a Green Bay Packers

compact disc.
Only out of curiosity did.I pick
it up to dare see what songs were
on the disc and after I did, I
quickly put it back down.
Come on folks, get over this
new-found
TAI.KIN' TIIE craze called
Packermania.
After all, this
is the team
that lost the
Super Bowl to
the 12-point
underdog

:rAlK

Denver
Broncos.
The
Packers may
have won
lAPIANrE three Super
Bowls, but the
I990's version has posted a 1-1

'-'-"""-="-"'CJ
BY ROB

Super Bowl record and is anything
but the dynasty that people
are making them out to be.
It's one thing to be a loyal

supporter of your favorite team,
but stores that release items such
as CDs, si lk boxers, candy and
silly looking cheesehead hats after
a team has lost a Super Bowl is
ridiculous.

Ewings, Meinert
shine, SCSU set
for Husky Open

Where were the Buffalo Eilis' silk
boxers after they lost their Super
·
Bowls?
I realize the Packers did win the
Vince Lombardi Trophy two years
ago and possess the most dominant
player in the game today in
quarterback Bi'ett Favre, but the
amount of attention and Packer
memorilbilia has actually risen
since they lost the Super Bowl
compared to when they won
it.
I remember earlier this season
when Green Bay had the dubious
honor of being the firs! victim of
the winless Indianapolis Colts.
Where were the Buffalo Bills'
silk boxers after they lost their
Super Bowls?
Packer fans should spend less
time gloating about their team and
start worrying whether or not they
Will resign big-name free agents
such as running back Dorsey
Levens and defensive back LeRoy
Butler.
Green Bay can ill-afford to lose
either of those players. With
nmning back Edgar Bennett ,
returning next season and the
Packers already dishing out the big

Think about it...

Next year you can live in an apartment building with a
~ f o r 9ouruse at no charge to9ou. We have
Windows, Word for Windows, Word Perfect, and a
connection to the library and much more.

Only at Bridgeview South and Bridgeview West.
We have apartments available for men
arid women nQW. for fall semester.

For rn_o re information call Dennis at

Pillar Propert9 Management.

Call Toda~
:2S9-4:2S9.

buCks to keep Favre around, it's
safe to say Levens or Butler will
be packing, instead of Packers.
Add in the fact that defensive
linemen Reggie White is nearing
retirement and Gilbert Brown is
close to bursting his 395 lb. plus
frame, it"s safe to say the cheese
may be melting a bit.
So all you Packer backers and
all you Packer bandwagon backers
need to live up to the fact that
despite 49 other states that think
they are the best thing since the
Dallas Cowboys of the early
1990s. Green Bay can take their
'Lambeau Leap' and keep on
bragging.
But there are two words that
Green Bay fans must remember,
and it is not Super Bowl - rather
Terrell Davis.
While half of America is
buying into the Packer theme, there
remains one state that is quietly
celebrating without the glam and
glory, ra1her salutes 1hat reach a
'Mile High.'

lssistant
Managing
Editor
Needed...
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vault along with the high and long
jumps," Dill said. "We've had
reasonably good success."
The SCSU men's ;nd women's
teams are looking to carry their
strong performances into their last
Sophomore Nicole Bergh home meet of the season this
at
the
Halenbeck
earned a fifth place in the 500-me!er Friday,
Fieldhouse.
run.
''Hopefully we're going to try io
"Van Erp jumped a personal
best at the meet and we had get better," Dill said. "By far, this is
good performances in the 400 and the most competitive meet we've
•
500 runs," Dill said. "For the had at home."
"It's our last big meet, so we'll
men, (sophomore)Andi:e Stevenson ·
continues 10 vault well and be trying ·10 get our kids in before
(sophomore) Joe Seifert jumped
to the Minnesota meets next
well. (Sophomore) Travis Zins is
continually
throwing
Meinert says she believes that
better."
there will be good competition at
Stevenson finished second in the this meet, and there is more
pole vault, with fiist-year vaulter emphasis on it because it is the last
Jed Bergstrom following with a one of the year.
third place performance in the
"It should be an exciting night
event.
for us, because it's our last meet, but
Seifert also earned third place in it's also parent's night on Friday,"
the high jump for the men's Meinert said. "It's a Friday meet,
and we'll be against better schools
team.
'The men are really strong in the and we compete better at home."
The meet is set 10 start at 6 p.m.
weights, shot put, jumps and vault
and women are strong in the pole

:~r,

It's a Friday meet and we'll be against
better schools, and we compete better
at home.
Tracy Dill
SCSLJ TRACK AND FIELD HEAD COACH

University Chronicle is looking for
an Assistant Managing Editor for
spring quarter. Responsibilities
include
·

•Copy editing
• Layout

• Writing
If your interested call Ryan Voz at 255-2449 or stop
by SH 13.

Tough test?
Call someone for sympathy.

1-800-COLLECT

®
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Hoopsters set for
crucial weekend
by Sean LaFavor
STAFF WRITER

If the SCSU men's basketball
team hopes to qualify for the
NCAA Division Il playoffs coming
up next month, the next three weeks
wi ll be very critical
The Huskies are currently in
third place in the Nonh Central
Conference, only qne game behind
second place Mankato State
University.
::·
The road to a JX)SSible playoff
berth this week goes 1hrough
Morningside College in Sioux City,
Iowa., Friday, and the University of
South Dakota, Saturday in

Vermillion, S.D.
"We feel that if we win the rest
of our games, including beating the
number-one team in the country
(South Dako1a State University),
that probably would put us in the
playoffs," said senior guard Sean
Whitlock.
The road will be rocky though,
with three oft~ teams' last fi ve
games on 1he road, and their final
game against SDSU al Halenbeck.
At the moment, however, the
Huskies are focused on this
weekend's road trip.
SCSU defeated Morningside
four weeks ago at Halenbeck 85•62,
the key being that the Husky
defense held Momingside's leading
scorer, guard Durvi lle Patton, who
is averaging 23.7 points a game, to
only six.

No

"We just have to play good team
defense (against Morn ingside),"
said senior forward Nate Pelowski.
"They may have one guy that wi ll
go off, but as long as we contain
(Pauon) and stop the other players
from going off we'll be fine."
Whitlock commented that the
Huskies are using six playt::rs in
practice to simulate the pressure
they will see from Morningside.
When SCSU played South
Dakota four weeks ago, a great
stretch of three-point shooting ' by
the Co}'otes buried the Huskies 9470. USD guard Ben Ries hit five
three pointers in that contest.
This game will be of importance
to the NCC standings as well, with
USD being only a game and a half
behind the Huskies.
The Coyotes come into this
contest with four starters averaging
over 12 points a game. Forward,
Chuck Welke leads the team,
averaging . 15.7 points a game,
followed by center Jason Johnson
(14.5 ppg), forward Nathan Blessen
(14.0 ppg)• . and m es (12.0 ppg).
Johnson leads the team in rebounds
(9.5 boards per game).
"(Thursday in practice) we' ll
work on South Dakota's match-up
zone and work on getting people
open." Whitlock said .of USD.
"Last game against us, they made a
stand, and we stood around too
much, and that's what hurt us."
Next weekend, SCSU wi ll travel
down to Mankato State University
to take on the Mavericks.
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Husky Sports Scoreboard
1997-28 5fm1dt,,gs
Team

NCC

Overall

SouchD-.ikolJSl3l,:-.. .. 12-0
.... 21-0
Mankato Stat,:- ...................9-4 .............. 17•5
St.CloudS121e..........•.8-5
...... 13-9
Sou1h [}.ikorn ........ ...........6-o. .......... .ls.6
North Dakota Slate....
6-7 ............ 15-7
Morningsidt: ......... ,.. . .. .5-7....
..9-12
NorthL>-.ikotJ ................ .5-8 ......... 12-IO
Nonhtcm c.olcirndo....
HI .....•..... 12-10
Nc:hr.1..<ka-Om.1h:i ........... .4--9 •......••••• I0-12
Augu.garui.
.....3-9 ............ 10-11
~
St.CloudSL atMomingsidt".8p.m.
MankacoSt. a1South D-.ikocl
Augu.<lanaat/'lonh Dakocl
Soulh l:>akOOISt.at North DakOOISt.
~
SL Cloud~ at South Dakocl 8 p.111.
Mankato Stat,:- al Morningside
South Dakota SI:. al North Dakota
Augus1anaa1 North Dakota Sf
Northc:m Colorado at Nd>raska-Om;.alu.

SCSJJJ.ra"ing Scoa;rs

fl.ml!

Joo Hinzman
Scan Whitlod,;
NwWrightson
Nathan Pt:loW!\ki
f.nochDix
Marli: H,:-in

Todd m.~IIOJ>
}c:n:my Schmidt
]cs.<e Jacoh<on
jerodMar.;on

Jerry Nelson

"',,.

.,,_
20.7
15. 1

,.,

332
200

"'

8.7
7.8

"

6.8
5.7
5.6
3.6
1.5

171

125
118

65
15
17

13

6

0.6

-·-·-Brandon W,1d,:-

1997-98 8andinrs

Team

NCC

Overall

NorthDak«a .................:u-0
Northf>:tkot:1State ..... ll-2
Northern Color.ido ••• .... h •• 9-4
South Dakota State ....... __8-4
Aul,'USl:tna .........................7-5
St. Cloud S121e ...............7-6

........... 21 -1
.......... 19·3
••• • ... 17•5
............. 14-7
.... 14-7
.......... 12-IO

.',bnk,uoStat,:- ..: .............. \1.9
...... 13--9
Momingsi<.1,:- .................... .2-10. .....8-12
N<..•hr.L\ka-Omah:i ...........2-11 .... .....8-14
SouthDakOla ............. .. 0-12 . . . . 4-17
~
St. Cloud SL at Mominpde. 6 p.m.
f.tinkarosc. a1Soud1Dakot:t •
Augusiana at North Dakola
Soulh Dakoca St. at North l)J.kou St.

~
:ti South l>akou 6 p.m
t.tink:uo513ceru MominJ;Side
South Dakola St. at Nonh Dakocl
SL Cloud St.

Augu.st:ma al .North DakOla Sc
Northern Color-.ido at Nd>r·..ska-Omah:i

1991 WOfd £te,ytinp1
W.l,T PTS GF GA

North IM~0ta ....... 15-4-131 89 49
WLsconsin ..............•... )4-5-129 705}
7 1 57
74 78
70 n
67 87
69 65
64 l!O

St. Cloud Stale .............. IJ-6.1 27
Color.idoColk-gt.- ............ 10-10-222
Minne~a-Duluch ......... 10.11·121
Michig.1nTcch ....... ...8-IH 17
Minne.SOI.a .....................8-12-016
Di:.-n,ff....
•...... ~13-l 13
Ala..'lbAndtorage ·······-·5-l5-212

-

Ma!t~SCSU
WyanSmitMJM
[}.iveSpelur/UM
AdamUldcr/UNO

WCHAHOCUY
Team

WCHA Smdog It:Jldca
~ A fn..f:M!N.
Rcsgit:Ikrg/UM
111526 12·24.
l).weHOOSS'ttNUND 141125 6-12
St,:-,<t:Rt:inpn,chl/1.J\V
IO 1222 8-16
Curtis Murphy/UNO
4 1923 17-42
Mikt'Pdu.'IQ.IUMO
13 !023 18-36
JcffScissons/U.\.lD
9 1423 14-28
BrianSw;,nson/CC
7 1623 7-14
Andrt:Sa\f'.11,'C/f.rTlJ
8 14 22 · 13-26
Cr.iigAndcr.;oo/UW
4 18 ; 22 5-10
D:un:n Cl:ark,'CC
12 8 20 11-22
Cal flfring/CC
6 1420 10-20
Jar Parm:r/UNO
8 II 19
3-6
Man Ht:nder:IOO/UND 12 7 19 16-32

36 64

North Oak0ta 21-4-1, W~o;coruin 19-$-1.
SL Cloud St 16-8--2, O:>lor.ido Colk1,,e 15·
ll-3. MinOC5ota-Duluth 15-14-1.Michigan
T<:ehl3-14-2.Minllt'SOl.112-16-0.Dt,nv.,r
9-18-1 . Ala.<k.iAncl'K>r.tge6-t9-3.
~
Michigan Ttx:h al St. Cloud SL, 7,05 p.m.
Denv.,ratWi.sconsin, 7,0Sp.m.
A~L~ Anchor,1.1,,c al UM-Duh.1th. 7:05 p.m.
~
Michigan Tt:eh at St. Cloud SL, 7-05 p.m
Denver :nWi.s,:on.sin. 7,05 p.m.
Abska Anchor.ii,>e a1 UM-l)uluth, 7:05 p.m.
?.-!inflC<;(Jla .11 North Dakola, 2:05 p.m.
~
Minne,,oia at North IY.lkola. 2-05 p.m.

10 9 19 20-40
JO 9 19 18-36
8

5

11 19 9-18
1419 . 19-38

WCHA Goallrndinr Iraslro ,
L.1'.L.mA
~YM.~
K.irl Goehring/UNO
11-1·1 i.67
Gr.iham Mdani;ontUW 5-2-0 2.39
Doug Tt.'lik,:-y/UM
5-12-1 2.56
Miki:'.' Y.i.lky/UW
9-3-1 2.62
RrianLeit1.a/SCSU
13-S-I 2.n
S!,:-v,:- DcBus/UM
6-10-0 2.95
Colin Zulianello.lCC
7-5-0 3.17
St,:-pl_,n Wagl'll:'.'r/DU 5-7-1 3.41
J;1SOn Cugnei/CC
3-3-1 3.4.5
Aaron Schwi17.er/UND 4-3-0 3.(19
David. Wenin1-,-er/M11J 7-10-1 3.76

.946

926
.902
.915
913
899
.881

.8')2
898
.874
.875

NCAA PiYIS!Oo I Hockey Poll
l . North Dakou (9)
WOiA
2. l.309onUnivt:ISity(l)HF.A
}. Michipn Slate
CCHA
4. New Hamp.shire
HEA
5. Michig-Jn
CC HA
6. Yale
f.CAC
7. Miami-Ohio
CCHA
8. WLsconsin
WCHA
9. St.CloodStace
WCHA
10. l.30900Collt:1,'I:'.'
Hf.A

21-4•1
19-4-2
20-4-5
19-5-1
23-6-1
17-4:0

18-6-4
19-8-1
16-8-2
16-8--4

Othrr a:o:Mnp YQ!(:,·
Clarkson 20 (ECAC). Northcas.,:-rn 19
CHEA). Ohio Slat,:- 12 (CCHAJ. Colorado
Collt'l,>e

I (WCHA), Colgate

I (ECA.C).

Northern Midug:111 I (CCHA).

Guaranteed Credit Cards with Credit Limits
l JtJ
1 Yean
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
CREDIT, No JOB, No PARENT-SIGNER, No SECURITY DEPOSIT!

no credit •,bad credit • no income?
S'l;
ifi111~e5iiifA1:Bi
You Can Qualify To Receive

'I\vo Of the Most Widely Used
Credit Cards In The World Today!

r.-----------------------------------------~
ORDER FORM
YES!

I want l§\•t·1iM~ii=l=l•l·1:@M1M! Credit Cards immediately.
GACC, PO BOX 16662, ATLANTA, GA 30321

Name ____ ............................................................................................... ____ .................................
Address ..............................................................................................·.. ·...., ..................................................................
City .................................................................................................................. _ _.,,.;..__ State _ _ _ _ ...............Zip ...........................·..
Signature .............................................................. _ _ _ _ __
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Cop cruises, collects cars
Ginny Wagner, an SCSU student, collects miniature cars and pursues danger and dreams
Story and photos
by Sara Kirk
STAFF PHOTOl5R~HER

Each and every state, city and ,
county patrol car in the nation has
different lights, ·a different color,
and a different emblem.

/

Oliver

had

~~~!:~~ h~~~itt

four

officers

a time, while

"She specially requested having
one fornale officer_ to accomptlny
her," Wagner said, who was often
stationed outside her dressing
room.

. Ginny Wagner knows this fact

Wagner wasn't the only officer

because she has a collection of
them in a box beside her bed.
Wagner began a collection of
miniature patrol cars last summer
after seeing them in the office of a
former supervisor for Fenske
Security in Madison, Wis.
"My supervisor had a few
displayed in his office, and I liked
them so much that we started
competing on how many we could
get," Wagner said.
· Her collection has grown to
about 40 since the summer _ there
is a wide range to view.
There are dee series of cars;
stale police. state capitol and the
major cities.
Wagner has acquired a mixture
of all three.
"The first vehicle I ever

stationed by celebrities. Her
supervisor, Jason Chitwood, spent
one year protecting Garth Brooks.
Wagner said, "Garth Brooks'
bodyguard got sick, so he hired
Chitwood to protect him for a year."
According to Wagner, Fenske
has also protected musicians su.ch
as Gwen Stefani, lead singer of No
Doubt.
"Fenske ~s really popular and
well known for quality," Wagner
said. 'They get called by a lot of
celebrities."
Fenske also provided her with
experience in private investigation,
trespassing individuals and boat
and night patrol
Due to her experience she was
placed in a mall where the officers
frequently .dealt with drugs and

had his car ll!n off the road due to
gang vengeance.
Wagner displays ribbons on
her uniform :.Xhich are awarded
to her and other officers when
they hal,'.e caught suspects on
duty, and delivered them to the
police.
The first ribbon was received
after
she
pursued
an
assailant carrying a gun from a
Savers grocery store until the police
arrested the individual a few blocks
away.
The individual tossed his gun
into a nearby"ditch while attempting

to escape from Wagner who was in
close pursuit.
The police closed in, caught the
individual and later Wagner
located the gun so the assailant
could be convicted.
The second ribbon was awarded
for recognizing and escortin_g a 34year-old individual from a store in
the mall.
The individual's name was
"Jack" and was a sexual assault
perpetrator and had already
rec~ived a trespass notice from the
Fenske Co.
"I had just gotten off my lum;:h

break, and I walked past the store
only to see the owner crying, and
then I saw him," Wagner said.
"I recognized him immediately
from a photo. He tried pl<}ying
stupid with me, but I knew it was
him. He didn't resist _when I
attempted to escort him out,
though."
Ryan Fahrmann, junior and
co-worker, said of Wagner, "She's
very - outgoing ahd enjoys
challenges which has definitely
emanated lhrough her and set an
::X_P.le for others in this line of

~~;i~i::. ::i~:~i::1;!,"a~~i:; gan,?l~ one point we -trespassed the
hunter green, four-door Chevy leader of one of the head gaTigs,"
Caprice-equipped with blue si~ens, Wagner said, but this action may
code lights and a gold emblem cin have more trouble than it was
the side.
worth.
Wagner's collection ranges from Minnesota's 1996 state police vehicle to Vermont's hunter green,
- The majority of the cars are ·
The officers within lhe company
white, while a 1996 model from began receiving death threats from Chevy Caprice, state police vehicle. Wagner caught the collecting bug when she spotted a similar
Minnesota is a ruddy maroon.
the gangs, and lhe chief of security, collection in .a supervisor's office. _!hey are now competing with growing collections.
"Minnesota and Wisconsin are Chitwood told Wagner he almost
the hardest to get," Wagner noted.
"It's more difficult to get the cars
for the states you live in."
The collection is only a
beginning to the interest in law
enforcement Wagner said she has
felt since the fourth grnde.
"I decided that I wanied to
go into law enforcement when 1
was in grade school," Wagner said.
"It was between th11l and becoming
a singer, so I chose law
enforcement."
Attending the University of
Wisconsin-Superior reinforced her
interest in the FBI wheq she met up
with her track coach's wife, who
worked for the FBI.
"She set the stage for what
I knew I wanted to do," Wagner
·said.
In 1996, her career started when
she was hired to work for SCSU's
University Public Safety.
"I feel that Public Safety is a
necessary stepping 'stone in my
career," Wagner said.
UPS gave Wagner preliminary
experience until she left for
Madison, Wis., in the summer
of 1997 to work for Fenske
Security.
Acc6rding to Wagner, she's had
the privileges to serve as bodyguard
to such personalities as Al Oliver, a
professional baseball player, and
also Signy Coleman, who portrays
Hope Adams in the -daytime soap, Ginny Wagner, junior, demonstrates her collection of about 40 state, city and capitol patrol vehicles. Wagner began her collection
'The Young and The Restless."
the summer of 1997 and said she plans on obtaining the remaining 47 cop cars.
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Valentine's week
not just hearts
by Tabitha Whissemore
STAFF WRITER

disease and a homosexuril teacher
faced with discrimination.
Each of the vignettes used

The faces of AIDS were

humcir and drama to attach a face to

revealed Tuesday night at the
program "Voices That Care."
The dehumanization of AIDS

AIDS, said Tonya Faundecn,
SCSU's HIV/STD Prevention
Project coordinator.

was part of the inspiration for the

At one -point during

the

collection of vignettes directed and
developed by Julie Weaver, the
gclleral manager of Spindlctrce

performance, Iris, played by
Adrienne "Lindstrom, told the
audience, "It's an equal-opportunity

p~I~sti~;~ easy to get lost in the
statistics and the sex education,"

dis~:~d~~~~c~J\:acher

Tony

Marks, played by Rick Harms,
said Weaver, who adapted "Voices spoke of the isolation he felt
That Care" for Spindletree from the when he learned he had the
Neal Hitchens book of the same disease. He aJso focused on his
name.
hopes for the future, however,
Both the production and. the especially for the children he
book focused_.on people living with worked with.
·
AIDS, not dying from it, and how
'This is not a death sentence,"
they deal with the disease on a day- said the character.
to-day ·basis.
It was important to Faundeen
"It's about the lessons these · that the production be brought to
people learn in life and the SCSU 10 raise awareness that AIDS
devastation that AIDS causes," does exist, even in Central
Weaver said.
Minn"esota.
Weaver also wanted people to .
"In this part of the state we tend
learn that AIDS and HIV do not to be very much buried in denial,"
only affect those with it.
Faundeen added.
It also affects their families and
She also hoped that "Voices
friends. The skits in the production That Care" made students think
included a wide range Of people, about disease prevention.
from a young boy living with HIV;
"We wanted to try different
to a grandmother who lost her approaches
to
getting
the
da.ughter and was losing her information out," she said:
grandchild to AIDS.
The HIV/STD Prevention
There was also a recovering Project was also giving out
alcoholic, Iris, suffering with the information at the campus Health

Scott Anderson/STAFF PHorcx;RAPHf.R.

Amera Siddiqui (left front) does her best to comfort a man dying of the AIDS virus, played by
-Andrew Novak, during "Voices That Care," Tuesday night in Atwood Memorial Center's Little
Theatre. Doctors and friends, (left to right) played bf Rick Harms, Adrienne Lindstrom, Cindy
Sandberg and Melissa Gerads, are also trying to help and offer comfort.
·
Fair the following day and will
participate in National Condom
Weck, which begins on Valentine's
Day.
Safebreak bags, containing
condoms and infonnation on
sexually transmitted diseases, will
be handed out in Atwood Memorial
Center Feb. 18 and 19.

~~
,\\\

',~foll~,<?t_?l:>le T-shirts and 9uestion
;,;6v0~q.t;:ile at KVSC, Stewart. Hall .

255-~06.6.

Besides
serving
as
a
preventative measure, Faundeen
said she believes AIDS and HIV
education will creaie more
understanding between those
afflicted with the disease and
those who are not or are ignorant
about it.
Faundeen said that with the new

drugs on the market people will be
living much longer and soon
everyone will know someone with
AIDS.
"We'll be living and working
with people wilh HIV and AIDS
everywhere we go. People have to
get used to that. Hopefully, this will
help."
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An overview of love themes in popular music
by Betsy Cahill
Music CRITIC
Everyone loves something.
Whether it is another person,
your cat or grilled cheese
sandwiches, chances are there are

one or more loves in your life.
Expressions of love are like
snowflakes. Love comes in varying
degrees, can be expressed to a
variety of objects,
people, animals or
concepts, and there arc
a million ways to
profess love. "
Love is a
...
predominant theme iii
popular music - it is a
topic discussed by
, pcrfonners in nearly all
musical genres.
A love song written and
performed by Trent Reznor is
going to be very different from one
by Luther Vandross or Sheryl
Crow. Love is a personal thing and
it is entirely different for each
individual, so more than likely you
will be able to find one song out
there you can identify with.
I'm sure we've all heard those
traditional love songs with the
mushy lyrics that instantly induce
vomiting. l have compiled a
collection of songs that aren't
mushy and aren't your traditional
love songs.
Rather than come right out and
say "I love you," a variety of artists
have chosen some quirky
metaphors that in a round-about
way say just the-same thing.
Who could forget Thomas Dolby's

'The Flat Earth?" He was blown
away by the girl who "blinded me
with science." Brit-pop band, Ash,
featured the song "Girl From
Mars" on itsL996 release, 1977.
The song details a fun, friendly
.relationship with a "girl from

Mars."
Supernova, a quirky midwest
trio, wrote the song "Math" which
compared love to being in math
class, for math lovers
this would be a good
thing. The lyrics read,
"It's a pop quiz you
know, fill the blanks as
you go_. . . being with
you is like math class
and I always get an F."
The Ramones were
never known for
wonderful songwriting,
but instead for the incredible
simplicity of their music, creating
a strange mix of bubble gum pop
with punk rock. In their long line .
of "I Wanna" songs, the Ramones
released "I Wanna Be Your
Boyfriend." Punk love songs are a
very rare breed.
Trent Reznor is an intensely
angry man. Even in his love songs
he sounds incredibly pissed off.
Along wiih his band Nine Inch
Nails, Reznor wrote "Closer." We
all know the words to th is one. Its
not the most romantic song, but it
is very to the point !lnd original.
"Perfect Drug," also by Nine
Inch Nails, was released on the
lost Highway soundtrack. It deals
with the bumpy roads love can
lead you down, but it all pays off
in the end. With that ever

passionate voice dressed in angry
tones, Reznor sings, "You are the
perfect dn,tg."
The Replacements alsp
compared lovers to drugs in their
song ' 'Valentine" off of Pleased to
Meet Me. The lyrics went "If you
were a pill, I'd take a handful at
my will, and I'd knock you back
with something sweet and strong."
There is hothing like love done
KMffiM style. "A Hole in the
Wall" is 'off their latest release and
opens with the line, "When I have
to die then l want to strangle
myself in your black hair." Of
course, they sing it in German and
their hardcore industrial style
makes this a very untraditional
expression of love.
. The Eagles wrote the song
"Love Will Keep Us'Alivc." It was
a bit cheesy, but you have to admit
"When we're hungry, love will
keep .us alive" is an interesting
concept.
Weezer tackled a different kind
of love. "Pink Triangle" is about
falling in love with a woman and
then finding she's a lesbian. The
chorus goes, "I'm dumb, she's a
lesbian, I thought I had fou nd the
one."
Nick Cave has made an entire
career out of his love for death and
the macabre. Hi S album, Murder
Ballads, was filled with love songs
that ended in murder, like his duet
with P.J . Harvey called, "Where
the Wild RosesDrow."
Art Alexakis of Everclear wrote
a song chronicling an interracial
love affair. In "Heart Spark Dollar
Sign," he sings, "I' II break the

MONEY, MONEY MONEY!
Need To
Earn Some

University Village Townhomes
, Openings for the 1998-1999 school year

Four bedroom townhomes for individual
or grnups up to four.

Money This
Summer?

Campus Clipper and Metro Bus service
with three
trips per hour to
SCSU
,
. G

'ffi>rk For The City Ot Apple Valley
Applications are being accepted for seasonal summer jobs with the City of Apple
Valley. Positions available include:
Mainten,mce workers (Parks, Golf, Streets,
Utilities), Recreation Program Leader, Puppet
Performer, Parks Concessions Attendant and
Food Service Workers. Most positions require
a minimum age of 18. Lifeguard and pool concessions positions may b<, 16. Most positions
start at $6.75/hr.
Priority application deadline is
March 13, 1998. Applications received after
March 13 will be reviewed on an "as need"
basis. Applications selected for interviews will
be notified by mail. Employment decisions will .
be based on qualifications and availability.
Tentative interview dates are. April 9 & 10.
Applications available at Apple Valley City Hall,
14200 Cedar Ave,. Apple Valley, MN 55124 or
by telephone: TDD for hearing impaired
(612)953-2533 or (612)953-2500.
ANEOE & Provider of Services

white-trash ties that bind and trade
Jefferson Airplane performed
a love so pure for a hate so blind."
"Somelxxly to Love," written by
· Soul Coughing's M. Doughty
lead singer Qrace Slick. It is also
has amazing analogies and
about love gone wrong. Slick saflt,
metaphors in all of his songs. In
"When the truth is found to be lies
"Janine" ()ff of Ruby Vroom, he
and all the joy within you dies,
wrote "Janine, I'd drink you up if
don't you want somelxxly to
you were the Baltic Sea and I were love?"
· a cup."
The Beatles wrote and
The most passionate love songs performed ''I'm Looking Through
came from the soul genre of
You." It is about a fadilig love as
music. In the sixties, Aretha
the lyrics read, "Love has a nasty
Franklin and James Brown wrote
habit of disappearing overnight.
some of the most energetic love
You don't look different, but you
songs ever. Aretha's "I Never
have chariged. I'm looking through
Loved a Man Like I Love You"
you, you're not the same."
and Brown's "I Feel Good" were
Paul Simon wrote a classic
some of the best.
song called "50 Ways to Leave
There are plenty of bitter, antiYour Lover." It's kind of a funny,
love songs too.
sarcastic song. Simon wrote, "Just
Ben Fold wrote 1997's most
slip out the back, Jack. Make a
bitter song. Called "Song For the
new plan, Stan ... Or hop on the
Dumped," the lyrics included
bus, Gus."
many profanities as well as, "I .
Other great songs about love
wish I hadn't OOught you dinner
include, Everclear's "You Make
right before you dl;lmped me on
Me Feel Like A Whore," Jimi
your front porch ... .give me my
Hendrix's "Purple Haze," The
money back."
Mighty Mighty Bosstone's
Everyone can remember
"Pictures To Prove It," G. Love
Nazareth's classic power ballad,
arld Special Sauce's "Don't Kiss
"Love Hurts." It is simply put and
and Don't Tell," and Weezer's
just about everyone can identify
"Why Bother."
with it.
Whether you are a big fan of
The Offspring wrote, "SelfValentine's Day or not, there is a
Esteem," a song about love abuse. · song about love that is perfect for
The lyrics include the phrase, ''The you.
more you suffer, the more it shows
Not everyone writes poetry
you really care, right?" This was
comparing their beloved to the sun
an interesting song because
and stars and nowers and all that
suddenly the roles were being
crap.
reversed and finally a man was
There arc plenty of ways to
dealing with low self-esteem
express love without making
because his lover wasn't paying
people ill.
attention to him.

Features. Include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Heated Swimming Pool
Sand Volleyball Court
Free Parking/Outlets
Heat and Water Paid
Phone/Cable in Bedrooms
Ceiling Fans in Bedrooms ,
Keyed Bedroom Locks
Microwave/Dishwasher ·
Air Conditioning
Large Storage Room
Frost Free Refrigerator
Laundry Facilities
Vending Machines
Individual Leases
Pleasant/Quiet Atmosphere ·

For Adult Housing at Its Best, Call 252-2633
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Housing
EFFICIENCIES

1-4 bdrm. eff. apts. Call 259-4841.
Plug-ins $201$35 garages.

1 & 2-BDRM. APTS.
available for mature students in
12-month lease only.

(;~~k~~i.

C· 2-BDRM.
in 4-plex by Halenbeck Hall.
Summer~all. Call 251-8941.
UNIVERSITY PLACE
attractive 4-bdrm. apts., heat pd.,
OW, garages, carports. Five floor
plans, E.P.M. 251-6005.

1 AND 2-BDRM. APTS.
dose to SCSU. Heat pd., on bus
line. Riverside _Properties. 251·

Policies:

8284, 6r 251-9418.

• Deadline: Monday at noon for Thursday's edition and noon Friday for Monday's ·
edition.
•Prices: Five (5) words per line: $1. Six (6) words constitutes two lines: $2.
•Classifieds will not be accepted via phone unless .:0 account has been
established with the University Chronicle,
. Classified ads can be purchased in Room 13 Stewa1t Hall. Forms are inside the
STATEVIEW
4-bdrr:n. units 6n . campus. 2 door. Notices are free and run according -to_the amount of space.
.
.
showers, DW, micro., security. Heat
for more information, call Brenda Herubin, classifieds manager, available at 255paid. 253-1154.
3943 or 255-2164, during l;>usiness hours and ask for classifieds.
COLLEGEVIEW APTS.
4-bdrm. units across from campus.
Clean quality living. DW, NC, heat
pd. Contact Equity Investments, Jeff
203-7789. ·

UNIVERSITY WEST ON 7TH
4-bdrm. apts., OW, micro., A/C,
quiet and clean, garages. Excel
Mgmt., 251-6005.

2-BDRM. $425/MO.
Forestv\ew apts. S.E. location on
Campus Clipper bus line. On-site

WESTCHESTER PARK APT.
1-bdrm. $405. 1-bdrm. widen or 2·
bdrm. sm. $425.· 2-bdrrn. reg. $445.
2-bdrm. lg: or X-lg. $460. Pool,
ceiling fan, DW, on bus line, quiet
bldgs. Call 251-3617.

ROOMS FOR WOMEN
WEST CAMPUS
single rooms near Halenbeck. · close to campus. Utilities pd.
$185/mo. Heat pd. Northern Mgmt. Available immediately. Reasonable
654-8300.
rents. Short-term leases. Telephone

2-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, newly remodeled, $275
· $295/mo. ea. 1-yr. !ease. 1 blk. to
campus. Call Greg 267-3291 , 251·
4160, N/A 255-1274.

SPRING QUARTER
1,2 and 3-bdrm. apts. Also SGLJDBL
laundry. Heat, water, garbage &· rooms. Great locations. Dan 2511925.
parking/plug-in included. 654-8300.

SINGLE ROOM MALE/FEMALE
$190/mo. Avail. immediately. 1 blk.
to campus, nice! Call 267-3291, or
251-4160.

BENTONWOOD
S.E. location. Junct. 10 and 23. 2~~ni~a~:2i;~fg~t leases, on

NEWLY REMODELED HOUSE
avail. starting summer or fall. 5 •
tenants/ 4-bdrms. Close to campus.
Free parking. Mac/ printer? internet
avail. 50% util. Females preferred.
Call Robin for info. 202-1$13.

3-BDRM. HOUSE
no smoking, 1 bath, full basement,
new carpet. Near Halenbeck. Fourth
bdrm.
under
construction,
$1,100/mo.
255-2082,
avail.
immediately.

252-6153, leave a message.

FORESTVIEW
large 1 & 2-bdrm. ,3;pts. Free
res_erved ~arking with plug-ins.
Quiet, walk-m closets. On bus line.
~~-~~-water pd. Northern Mgmt.

SUBLEASER WANTED
across from campus. DW, micro.,
NC. Contact Equity Investments,
Jeff, 203-7789.

2-BDRM. APTS.
1 block from campus. Newly
retnodeled, large b<:irrn.1 253'1t54,
Select Prop.
'

1 STOP SHOPPING
WE HAVE IT! 1,2,3 & 4-bdrm. apts.
with various floor plans and
anwnities. Choose your size and
~t~a~~ic util. pd. Northern Mgmt.

CAMPUS APTS.
spacious 4-bdrm. apts., newer
carpeting, heat pd., near SCSU on
5th Ave., E.P.M. 251-6005.

VIEW ALL OF OUR LOCATIONS
on the web, scsuhousing.com.
Campus Management.

OLYMPIC II
3 - 4 bdrms. Near hockey center. 4bdrm. split units with two full baths.
DW, micro., security, garages and
ports. Heat paid. 253-1154.

MICHIGAN PLACE
large 2-bdrm. on S.E. side. French
balconies, on, bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

EFFICIENCIES
EFFICIENCIES AND 1-BDRM.
wnh hardwood floors, and Murphy
APTS.
beds, $285/mo. 654-1544.
close to downtown and SCSU, heat .
pd., Riverside Prop. 251-8284, 251AFFORDABLE SINGLE ROOM
. 9418.•
$185/mo. Convenient location near
SCSU. Call Paul at 252-2431.
NO MORE ROOMMATES
spacious 1 & 2-bdrm. apts in 8-plex.
2 SUBLEASERS NEEDED
Private off-street parking. Laundry, to share 4-bdrm. with 2 others.
heat pd. Northern Mgmt 654-8300.
8~mpus. Avail. spring qtr.

~6:~t

BEACHWOOD APTS.
1-bdnn. apts. near Cobom's and
D.T. 10- or 12-mo. leases. Dan 2511925.
UNIVERSITY SQUARE 11
4-bdnn. apts. avail. now. OW, NC,
micros., on-site laundry. Security
building. $189 • $210/mo., plus
parking. Call SM & M, 253-1100.
SHARED RENTAL AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY
4-bdrm. townhomes, individual
leases, $200/$235/mo. each. Call
252-2633.
4-BDRM. APTS.
various locations. 259-9673 or 2599283, Courrier Prop.
HOUSES, APT. HOUSES.
Call Dan at 251-1925.

1 BLK. FROM CAMPUS
free parking/water. Rent was
$235/mo., now $210/mo. Nice apt.
located on 5th Ave. 253-1457, Matt.
FEMALE TO SHARE APTS.
private bdrm. near downtowrv'SCSU
avail. summer & fall, 251~4605.
WEST CAMPUS 4-BDRM. APTS.
2 locatio,:i~. 1 & 2-baths, heat pd.,
newer carpeting, par~ng. E.P.M,
251-6005.
.
CAMPUS EAST
large 4-bdrms. with 2 full baths.
Ex.tr~ storage. DW, garages,
security. Heat pd. 253-1154.
AFFORDABLE
4-bdnn. apts., Westview, close to
new SCSU library, heat pd., NC,
ow. 251-8284, 251-9418.

3-BDRM. APT.
avail. spring quarter. Call Rich, 6548099.
HOUSES

10
1~.
6,7,a,~~T.~~\drm. ~~~~~:
Greal locations. Free parking.

SOUTHVIEW APTS.
attractive 2-bdrm. apts.· heat pd.,
DW,_micro., NC, intercom entry,
parking. E.P.M. 251 ' 6005 ·

Quality living. Dan 251-1925.

HOUSE FOR WOMEN
4-BDRM. APTS. ; _ _ __ 5 openings. 1 blk. from campus on'
$195/10- mo. lease, $175/12 mo. 6th. Heat, micro., TV, telephone in
lease . . Heat and basic cable each bdnn. 240-0679, 250-0679.
included. 259-9673, Courrier Prop.

3-BDRM. APTS.
very nice, $245 each, 1-yr. lease,
1 blk. to campus. Call Greg 2673291, 251-4160 NIA255-1274.

3-BDRM. HOUSE
north side, one bath, no smoking,
newly remodeled. $750/mo. Avail.
· immediately. 255-2082.
"THE CASTLE"
1, 2, 3-bdrrn. apts. Quality living.
Dan, 251-1925.

6-BDRM. HOUSE •.
rent $650/mo. Summer, $1400/mo.. NOW RENTING FOR THE 1998-99
fall. Heat pd., OW, 2 full baths. school year.
251-1814
or
Jason, 251-651a.
scsuhousing.com.
Campus
Management.
AVAILABLE SPRING/ FALL
- - - - - - - - -~
large efficiency, private home S.E.
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR
location. $300 plus elect. 253-6379. houses, apt. houses, and apt.
building. 27 campus locations left.
RAVINE APTS.
Dan, 251 · 1925 fall of 1998. 253-7116.
M & M SUITES
1-room efficiency avail. March.
7 RESPONSIBLE RENTERS!
Utilities included. 259-9434.
share 7-bdrm., 3 bath. Off-street
parking, 1-612-929-1673.
1 AND 3-BDRM. APTS.
on 5th Ave., avail. starting June.
-NOW LEASING '98 • '99
259-9434.
large 2-bdrm. apts. free off-sir.
parking, laundry, micro., near
710APTS.
Halenbeck Hall. $220/mo. - 12-mo. ·
lease, $240/mo. - 10-mo. lease. Call 3-bdrm. apts. 3 blks. w. ol NHC.
Glen at 251-0029, if no answer Electric heat. Dan 251-1925.
leave message.
·'
HALENBECK APTS.
2 fulll bathrooms in each apt. 4.
bdrm. units. Storage rms. avail. 2599434.

~~I

2-BDRM.
I by Halenbeck
~lls;~~

.i~~ f'

STATESIDE APTS.
4-bdrm. apts. & studios. Newer
1,2,3 AND 4-BDRM. APTS.
carpet and paint, OW, heat pd.,
great locations. Also 6,7,8,9,11, and • parking, garages. E.P.M. 251-6005.
13-bdrm. houses. 27 campus
AMENITIES PLUS
locations left. Dan, 251-1925.
UNIVERSITY NORTH
2, 3 and 4-bdrm., decks, heat pd.,
DW, NC. 1.5 baths, Riverside Prop.
251-8284, 251-9418.

2, 4 AND 5-BDRM. APTS
2 full baths, micro., DW, security,
heat pd. 259-9283, Courrier Prop.
CAMPUS QUARTERS HAS 1 & 2 '
·OPENINGS
in 4-bdnn. apts. for fall. Includes
heat, DW, micro., NC, blinds. 575.
7th St. S. 252·92jl6.
AVAILABLE 3/1
efficiency with private bath. On
5th Ave. 253-1154.
AVAIL. LG. SINGLE ROOMS
i~s; 1Rfv~~s~~d~,°o;~~ein 2i~~
8284, or 251-9418.

UNIVERSITY APTS .
2 large bdrms. close to SCSU and
downtown, heat pd., DW. Riverside
251-8284, 251-9418.
METROVIEW APTS.
2 and 3-bdrm., close lo SCSU,
decks, OW, he.at pd., NC, secunty
garages, micro., Riverside P1op.
251-8284, 251-9418.
UNIVERSITY PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT
has 4-bdrm. apts. and 1 house for 5
women. Avail. all within 1 blk. from
campus. 240-0679, 250-0679.
MALE TO SHARE 2-BDRM.UNIT
on S.E. side. On bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
MALE OR FEMALE
roommate wanted for house near
downtown. Includes room, large
yard,. huge kitchen, big living room,
salelhte TV, laundry. $235/mo. Call
240-6988.
TOWNHOUSES SPLIT LEVEL
4-bdrm., many'localions. 2-bdrm. 1
block from campus. 253-1154,
Select Properties.
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WEST CAMPUS II
2, 4-bdnn. apts. with 2 large baths,
DW, NG. Close to campus. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.

REM· ST. CLOUD REM Fernwood Inc.
a home for adults with disabiltties is
currently interviewing for full and
part-time posttions. Apply in person
at REM - Femwood 1775 Roosevelt
Rd. Great opportunity for stiJdents!
EOE/AA
'

APTS. ARE GOING FAST
call today (251-1814) or see us on
the

web,

scsuhousing.com.

Campus Management.
M & MAPTS.
now renting for 1998 - 99 school yr.
4-bdnn. apts., all freshly updated.
259-9434.
CONVENIENT HOUSES
close to $CSU and downtown,
locked bdrms., heat pd., spacious.
Awerside Proper!\' 251-8284, 2519418.
IVY APTS.
4-bdrm. apts., OW, micro., security

and basic cable included. Heat pd.
259-9673, Courrier Prop.
CAMPUS SQUARE APTS.
on 5th Ave. across from SCSU. 4bdrm. apts. TV, telephone in each
bdrm., Security, OW, micro., heat.
240-0679, 250-0679.

APTS., ROOMS AND
EFRCIENCIES
many styles and k>catklns. One caH
rents, all! 253-1154, Select Prop.
3, 4-BDRM. APTS.
9 locations to choose from. Decks,
garages, 2 full baths, free parking.
And much more. 253-1154, Select

Properties.
1· BDRM. APT.
sub!easer needed $370/month, 9mo. lease. 1 mile from campus, on
bus line, on-site laundry. Heat,
water, garbage, parking included.

~t§§4,~

GOV'T FORECLOSED HOMES
from pennies on $1. Delinquent tax,
repo's, Your area. Toll free 1-800218-90CXJ. Ext. H-3883 for current
·listings.
WHAT IF l'M PREGNANT!?
for help and hope call St. Cloud
Crisis Pregnancy Center. 24-hr.
Hotline. 253-1962. 400 East St.
SPRING BREAK WITH
MAZATLAN EXPRESS
from $399. Air, 7 nights in hotel, free
social-hour parties/$69 party
package, discounts. 1-800-3664786. http:/MWW.mazexp.cori,

2-bdrm. ~~~l~!:s:~!ks. Easy
access to $CSU. Air conditioners.
Heat pd. Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
MICHIGAN PLACE
1,2,3-bdrm. spacious, French
balconies. 2 baths. Quiet S.E.
location. On bus line. Heat pd.
Northern Mgmt. 654-8300.
WINDSQR WEST
4-bdrrn. ul'lits and bi-levels. Two full
baths. OW, micros., security. Heat
paid. 253-1154.
.
SUBLET SPECIALS
large 4-bdrm units one block from
new library site on 4th Ave. OW,
micros., security, heat pd. 253-1154.

Attention
HOW DO YOU LOOK IN A
SWIMSUIT?
lose weight for summer. Call 2590248 (sari,ples / discounts).
RESUME SERVICE
student packages. 240-2355.
TYPING
fast, accurate and professional.
240-2355.
SEIZED CARS
from $175. Porsches, Cadillacs,
Chevys, BMWs, Corvettes. Also
Jeeps, 4WDs. Your Area. Toll Free
1-800-218-9000 Ext. A-3883 for
current listings.
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· NANNIES!
live-in positions with Prescreened
Nationwide Professional Families.
Top salaFies. Benefits. 1-yr.
commitment! Nannies Elite. Call
Sandy. 1-800-726-3965. .

LIKE TO DRIVE?
like to get paid to drive? Give us a
, call at Executive Expr~ss. 21 yrs.
part-time. At home. Toll Free 1-800- min. DOT, CDLs preferred, 253218-9()()() Ext. T- 3883 for listings.
2226.
·

$1,000s POSSIBLE TYPING

DO YOU ENJOY DRIVING?
are you effective at communicating
wtth young people? Would you like
to earn above average wages for
part- time work? District 742
FREE CASH GRANT!
Community Schools is accepting
College. Schola~hips. Business. applications for school bus
Medical bills. Never repay. Toll Free . operators. Morning and afternoon
1-S()(}a218·9000 ext. G-3883.
route positions available 7 • 9 a.m.
and 2 - 4 p.m., with a variety of field
trip work possible. We provide
shuttle seNice between our location
and SCSU with a starting wage of
LAST CALL FOR SPRING
$8. 79/hr. plus benefits. If you
answered yes to the above
BREAK
questions and .have a good driving
MAZATLAN '98
record, we want to hear from you.
Saturday Dep. • Round Trip Airfare
Apply at District 742 Scnools, 628
7 nights hotel
Roosevelt Rd., St. Cloud, MN
15 FREE MEALS & FREE
56301, or call us at 320-253-9370.
DRINKS
from$429
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
More trips available due to the
JOBS
massive response we've received
excellent earnings & benefits
from Minnesota students!
potential in seasonaV year-round
Hurry before these are gone too!!
positions. World . Travel (Hawaii,
www.collegetours.com
Alaska, Mexico, Caribbean, etc.).
1-II00-395-4896.
Ask us how! 517-324-3091 ext.
C56811.

OFFICE ASSISTANT/
RECEPTIONIST
part time with growing company in
Sauk Rapids. Position is flexible with
class schedule. Ideal candidate will
be a business or accounting major.
Could lead to post grad. position in
related field. Call Tina or Becky at
612-550-9152.
HOW DOES $800/WK. EXTRA
INCOME
sound to you?? Amazing, profitable
opportunity. Send self-addressed
stamped envelope to: International
1315 Coney Island Brooklyn, N.Y.
11230
$1,000 WEEKLY!!
stuff envelopes at home for $2 each
plus bonuses. FIT, Plf. Make $800+
weekly, guaranteed! Free supplies.
For details, send one SASE to: N •
126, 12021 Wilshire Blvd., Suite
552, Los Angeles, CA 90025.
FREE T-SHIRT +$1000
credit card fund-raisers for
fraternities, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up to
$1000 by earning a whopping $5/
VISA application. Call 1-800-9320528 X 65. Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.

EARN $750 · $1,500/WEEK
raise all the money your student
Pu~~~a/;~so~y ;g~~si~~ii/I~~
investment & veiy little time needed.
There's no obligation, so why not
call for information today. Call
1·800-323-8454 x95.

Notices
ATTENTION NON-TRADITIONAL
STUDENTS:,
interested in being part of a CLUB
specifically for non-traditional
students ~nd recognized by SCSU?
Call the Non-Traditional Student
Coordinator at 255-3171.

Personals
JESUS AND SATAN ARE
PRETEND
the biblical Jesus did not sacrifice
his life for anything or anyone,
because , he is alleged to be still
alive .. Mere humans really do
sacrifice their lives f9r others every
single day. They do not get their
lives back. Mere humans are
superior to the Christian god in
every way that is morally possible.
So why are we supposed to be
impressed by the Christian god? If
the biblical Jesus took away the sins
-(disobediences) of the world, then
why is there a hell? Dare to
question. Atheism is true.

The anonymous coward
HAVE FUN· RAISING FUNDS
is on his way to hell, where he will
For your
bum brightly for a veiy long time.
CLUBS, TEAMS & GROUPS
-TR
Earn up to $500 or more! Put our 25
yrs. of fund-raising experience to
work for you. Call now for details on
SPRING BREAK '98
God loves the people of
FBEE CD_of your _cooice. 1-800-_ free food and drinks! Cancun, this world so very much that he gave
592-2121 ext. 128.
Bahamas, Jamaica and Florida me, his only son, so that all those for
$&.-- from $399 and up. Organize a small whom I am the light shall have
ALASKA SUMMER
group & travel FREE! Highest eternal life and shall never die.
EMPLOYMENT
commissions & lowest prices! Call
For Sale
-Jesus of Nazareth
fishing industry. Excellent earnings Surf & Sun Tours to become a
& benefits potential. All major campus rep. 1-800-574-7577.
employers. Ask us how! 517-3242 coni~1~!.P~A!:~~~.o:emory 3115 ext.A56811.
500 SUMMER JOBS/ 50 CAMPS/
card, $180. Matt 654-6615.
.
·YOU CHOOSE!!
GYMNASTICS
COACHES/
NY,
PA, New England. Instructors
1985 JEEP CHEROKEE
DANCE INSTRUCTORS
needed: Tennis, roller-hockey,
$2,200,
4-WD,
automatic,
WANTED:
basketball,
lifeguards,
wsi,
dependable, 128M. Luke 529-0084.
North Crest Gymnastics and Dance ba~ball, gymnastics, sailing, etc.
in St. Cloud is seeking energetic, Arlene Streisand, 1-800-443-6428;
positive kid-loving teachers for 516-433-8033.
Employment
preschool through upper levels of
gymnastics and/or dance. Lower
HOW VALUABLE IS YOUR
. level; experience a plus, upper level;
NEED TO SELL SOMETHING?
TIME?
a must! Some positions open now,
WHY NOT ADVERTISE IT IN THE
earn $500 to $1000 from home this some open fall of '98. Call 251·
month working 1 hr. /day. Call 259- 3416.
CHRONICLE!!!
0248.
$1,500 WEEKLY
. GREAT SUMMER JOB!I
potential mailing our circulars. Free
CALL TODAY, 2~~-4086.
working on Great Lake's Ore Boats. information. Call 410-783-8275.
$750/ wk. Plus FREE room & board.
1-800-445-9492. 8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
HELP WANTED
Fall Semest.er Ret1tals
Mon.-Fri.
men/ women earn $375 weekly
2 & 4 Bedroom Apartments
processing/ assembling Medical 1.0.
cards at home. Immediate
SCHOOL BUS DRIVERS
qu/i,t, convenient location~
nO experience necessary. Part-time, openings, · your local area. No
6:45-8:30 a.m. and 2:00-4:15 p.m. ·experience necessaiy, will train. Call
Cu.sstc: S00. RIVER RnGE.
Paid training. $8.50 - $10.50/hr. Call Medicard 1-541-386-5290 Ext.
Spanier Bus service 251-3313 for 118M.
& pARK 5ourH ArARTMNJ'S
more information.
COLLEGE STUDENT
• OFr SmIET PMKJNc
• WNTR.oLLED Aca:ss
to do occasional overnight child and
STOP LEGAL PROBLEMS
• 0JSHWAfHER
• /'1K:ROWAV£
house -_sitting for 2 well-behaved
BEFORE THEY HAPPENI
• T LJQ(Uf,[Jffi PARKING
• IM>. LOO<ID 8oRMS.
boys (6 and 8 yrs. old). Please call
call 656-1229, for affordable
Kristine or Steve at 252-3134 in S.
• U;1)f\DR.y
• AR CowmoNNG
answers!
St. Cloud. (Please provide
• MfNI Bllfll)S
• HEATIWATfR PAID
references).
MARKETING ASSISTANT:•
• LJ8l£ AV.NLABlE
• ON Sm: URETMIR
local insurance office hiring
$1,000
POSSIBLE
• 2 8£DR.OOM #Ts. AVAIU<Bl.£ AT PARK Saum
individual to help with marketing
---- - - - -program. Duties include preparing reading books. Part time. At home.
mail pieces and telemarketing. Toll free, 1-800-218-9000 ext. RPILLAR
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT, INC.
Flexible hours, part time: Call for 3883 for listings.
further details, 656-5828.
259-4259

TOM'S BARBERSHOP
two barbers, all cuts, walk-ins. 251·
7270. 9 Wilson S.E. Special on
Wed.
for
ROTC,
Guard
Headquarters and all other
,... .,.,.-:-r .-... stude!)ls, $5. ~11 other weekdays,

WE HAVE OVER 30 LOCATIONS
to choose from with 30+ years of
experience. 251-1814. Campus
Management.
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Paid Advertisement

L, the midst of '.'SCSU does not
tolerate racism" stickers, "We are all in
this .t.ogether" buttons, and four-page
inserts that discuss ~ow racism is being
combatt~d, it is easy to get Sick of the
issue, or to believe that the issue is
resolved. However, racism, as well as a
variety of other oppressions, are alive
and well on St. Cloud State University
campus and the St. Cloud community,
and the voices of the students can make
all. the difference in the world in creating
a change. However, student voices that
fund this institution through ruition, and
fill this institutions classes, have been
ignored and over-looked in the creation
of legislation to combat· racism on this
campus. We, the students, who make
SCSU what it is, and pay the
adm inistrators, had no part in the
"insert" that was handed to us regarding
us. The administrators of. this university
have both a financial and occupational
obligation to meet the needs of the
student body that funds this institution of
"higher learning. " Therefore, SCAR
(Student Coalitibn Against 'Racism), asks
the student bOJy to corisi'der the
important role they play in the ·way
things are handled on this campus, and
the importance of making that known to
St. Cloud State Administration.
SCAR has committed itself to
bonding all the student organizations on
this campus .i n one united struggl~
against oppression that exists in both
this campus and community. We as an
organization of brothers and sisters ask
the student body of SCSU to stand with
us in the -fight to grant everyone on this
campus with a basic human
right...respect. This is a right that we
have aH been denied, regardless of color,
by the administration who denied us the
ability to have-a say in legislation that
·affected everyone ... more importantly,
every student. We as one voice-must
make it clear to the administration . . that
we are the ones who fund and occupy
this school, and we deserve to have our
needs met. As critical college students,
we must begin to · inquire what our
tuition is going towards.
This University has been avoiding
responsibility for oppression for years

now. It has established a tradition of
excellent .oppOrtunities to be
discriminatory. There are other fellow
students. 6n this campus who are being
haras.s ed and ostrac ized due to things
such as their skin color, sexual
orientation, ability, and appearance.
These are people who are no different
than you, yet because they do not meet
"the· norm" they are discriminated
against. How long must ou r brothers
and sisters suffer before we, take a
stand?
What we are failing to see is that
if the students and administration took to
heart the buttons, stickers, and inserts
being passed around school, we could
easily create an atmosphere of respect
and equality among all people. If
people truly lived their life under the
thought "SCSU does NOT tolerate
racism," then we could halt many of the
· everyday acts that d istance us from our
brothers and sisters. For example: stop
telling raCist jokes, avoid phrases such as
"nigger," and other derogatory terms that
demean people based upon their ethnic
background. Likewise, if people
realized that we truly are "all in this
together," then imagine the message that
we would send to those individuals. who
seek to cause harm to people,
intentionally or unintentionally, through
their language and behavior. _For
example, the next time someone says,
"this is gay," or "I am retarded," take a
stand and inform that person _that they
are perpetuating false stereotypes
through their thoughtless language.
Also, when you see someone
d iscriminating against someone, stand up
to them and tell them that oppressive
be ha.,vior will not be tolerated on this
campus ... not here, not now, not ever.
As for the administration, shame
on you for not making a long-term
commitment to meet the needs of the
"life blood" of this university ... the
students. Since 1968, the students of this
university have repeatedly reminded the
~dministration to fulfill their occupational
obligation to stand against harassment
that occurs on a day-to-day basis.· Thus
far, the administration has done the
bare-minimum to get by. We, as the

Paid for and ormmized hr: · ·

students, must come together as one
voice and make it known to the
administration that we are aware of the
injustice against us, and we demand to
have ourselves heard. Do not ' settle for
anytl)ing less than the truth, and do not
be fooled by little "white lies" that say
the problem no longer exists ... it does,
and it poisons every single one of us.
The more we distance ourselves from
each other with barriers like ethnic
background, sex, Sexual-orientation, and
ability, tbe harder we make it for us to
know others and ourselves.
The rewards are endless when we
consider what equality on this campus
could provide us. Striving fo r respect
and equality for others and ourselves
teaches us that there is more to life than
satisfying your own needs. If anyone
comes to the cultural center, members
from any of the organizations directly
involved wou ld be more than happy to
equip you with the knowledge and
empowerment necessary to. help
facilitate change on this cainpus, and in
this community. Forthermore,-we-wil
see you as ybu really are, not as society
wants you to be, and we will provide
you with the ability to see the
fundamental intrinsic value we all have
as people. Please educate yourself and
your friends , and together we can create
a legacy that will always be remembered
in SCSU. we· can no longer afford to
delay.
·
Studen ts can n o longer afford
t.o wait for adm inistration to perform
the most fundamental aspect· of their
job ... to mak'!) this campus a safe
environment for a ll people, regardless
of the ir e thnicity, ability, sexuality or
irlPntirv

St. Cloud State University - A
tyranny of excellence and
opportunity for the elite.

m

Council of African American Students, Movimiento
Estudiantil Chicano de Aztldn, Student Coalition Against
Racism, Non-violent Alternatives, Somos Zapatistas, First
People, Women's Equality Group, Lambda and The Hmong
Student Organization

